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Abstract

Detection of peptides from mass spectrometric data lies at the core of
computational proteomics. In our research, we focus on detecting variant
peptides—a large class of unlikely but highly-informative peptides with
rich biomedical applications. Common peptide detection methods typi-
cally result in a small number of variant peptides detected, along with
a high rate of false positives, hence preventing utilizing the full poten-
tial of variant peptides in follow-up applications. Herein, we argue that
one reason for the inefficient detection is the neglect of peptide prior
probabilities—the probabilities of the presence of the peptides in the
sample before the mass spectrometric analysis itself. In accordance, we
develop theoretical and algorithmic methods based on Bayes’ theorem
to probabilistically incorporate peptide prior probabilities into detec-
tion. Afterward, we show that our methods derive accurate error rates
under multiple circumstances and substantially improve the detection
performance over several popular peptide variant detection algorithms.
Finally, we develop computational methods that process the detected
peptide variants and illustrate their applications in medicine, research
reproducibility, and forensics.

Keywords: peptide detection, prior probability, mass spectrometry,
variant peptides



Preface
The paper deals with probabilistic detection of variant peptides from data
measured using modern mass spectrometers. In our research, we specifically
investigate the commonly overlooked notion of peptide prior probability and
argue that it plays a significant role in peptide detection. In accordance, we
develop several models of peptide prior probabilities to capture the a priori
knowledge about an experiment and develop computational methods based
on Bayes’ theorem to utilize such knowledge in peptide detection. Notably,
the use of peptide prior probabilities is orthogonal to many developments in
the field, allowing their natural integration with existing peptide detection
approaches.

The content of the paper is in parts based on the following articles:

[1] Hruska, M. & Holub, D. A complete search of combinatorial peptide li-
brary greatly benefited from probabilistic incorporation of prior knowl-
edge. International Journal of Mass Spectrometry 471, 116723. issn:
13873806 (Jan. 2022)

[2] Hruska, M. & Holub, D. Evaluation of an integrative Bayesian pep-
tide detection approach on a combinatorial peptide library. European
Journal of Mass Spectrometry, 146906672110667. issn: 1469-0667 (Jan.
2022)

[3] Hruska, M. et al. Deep probabilistic search detects protein variants
in shotgun proteomics data independently of DNA/mRNA sequencing.
eLife (Submitted)

In [1], we introduced a Bayesian method for calculating posterior probabil-
ities of peptides in complete searches of fragment mass spectra. Therein, we
investigated detection performance for various prior distributions and scoring
metrics. The core of the approach is presented in the sections 3.1.3. Finally,
several results from the article are presented in the section 4.1.

In [2], we extended the Bayesian model to integrate additional match-
based models applicable to peptide detection while considering more involved
peptide prior probability models. Therein, we also discussed a more compu-
tationally tractable tail-complete search strategy and showed that the error
rates derived using this strategy are highly similar to those calculated from the
complete search. Partial results from the article are presented in the section
4.1.

In [3], we investigated the detection of peptide variants in several large-
scale computational proteomics datasets. Therein, we developed a more re-
alistic model of peptide prior probabilities, which we described here in an



extended form in the section 3.2.4. The theoretical and computational meth-
ods related to this work are presented in sections 3.1, and 3.2. Finally, several
results of the work are presented in section 4.3.

Besides the previous works, we have also the following European Patent
application:

[4] Hruska, M. et al. Method of identification of entities from mass spectra.
European Patent Application (EP 18184710.4), 2018

The patent application [4] protects the detection of variant peptides using
methods developed in [3], and presents several downstream applications of
these methods.

The paper is organized as follows. First, in section 1, we introduce the
research problem and specify our research aims. Afterward, in section 2, we
review the literature relevant to peptide detection, including how researchers
utilized peptide prior probabilities. In section 3, we develop a theoretical
framework for probabilistic analysis of causes given their agreement with the
data and translate the approach into computational proteomics. Finally, in
section 4, we show the application of the developed methods to detection
of peptides, and present several downstream applications of detected variant
peptides.

1 Introduction
The paper deals with the computational detection of peptides, molecules of
a certain linear structure, from their data measured using mass spectrom-
etry. In particular, we develop mathematical and computational methods
allowing probabilistic detection of a peptide from its fragment mass spec-
trum—measurement of its mass and the masses of its fragments (Fig. 1.1).
Although computational detection of peptides is a central and routine proce-
dure within the field of computational proteomics, existing methods are often
inapplicable for detecting variant peptides—a large class of highly-informative
but unlikely peptides. Such inapplicability is of concern because the detection
of variant peptides has rich biomedical applications and might play a crucial
role in diagnosing severe health disorders, including cancers.

Even though we developed these methods primarily for peptide detection,
the core methods remain rather general and serve to probabilistically analyze
candidate causes of observed data using both the candidate’s agreement with
the data and its prior probability. Importantly, we developed these methods
with a particular intention—to allow reliable identification of unlikely causes.
Although this posed relatively minor problems theoretically, detection of un-
likely causes can translate to substantial challenges in practice, which was also
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Figure 1.1: An example of a mass spectrum.

The figure depicts an observed fragment mass spectrum of a doubly charged pep-
tide LVVVGAGGVGK, with a measured parental mass of approximately 954.5859
Dalton.

evident in our applications. For instance, the detection of variant peptides
using our methods sometimes requires testing up to million candidates per
fragment mass spectrum, which in turn requires corresponding algorithmic
developments. Our research thus also illustrates the rather non-trivial pro-
cess of translating the theoretical approach for detecting unlikely causes into
an applied one for detecting unlikely peptides.

Finally, we present the importance of variant peptides in downstream ap-
plications and investigate the possibility to computationally verify the cor-
rectness of their detection, a problem in itself. Altogether, the paper presents
several theoretical and computational methods, shows their adaptation to
detecting variant peptides from fragment mass spectra, and illustrates their
follow-up applications.

Research aims Having introduced the core topics, let us now specify our
research aims. Overall, our primary aim is the creation and implementation
of fast computational methods for reliable detection of variant peptides from
fragment mass spectra. In doing so, we develop a theoretical approach for
probabilistic analysis of candidate causes of observed data and then translate
it into the problem of peptide detection within computational proteomics.
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1.1 Research problem

Let us now introduce the research problem that we aim to address in more
detail. We study the computational detection of human variant peptides from
typical mass spectrometric data. Even though a variety of computational
peptide detection methods exist [5], detection of variant peptides is still not
a routine procedure and often results in largely incorrect error rate estimates
in typical experiments [6–9]. For non-typical experiments, the detection of
variant peptides is approached by first performing additional biochemical and
computational analyses [9]. In particular, the researchers obtain the sample’s
DNA or mRNA, derive a small set of expected variant peptides, and identify
the mass spectra against such a set of peptides. Although the approach is
generally reliable [7, 9], it does not apply to typical experiments because most
of them do not have the corresponding DNA or mRNA data. Consequently,
detection of variant peptides without performing an additional biochemical
analysis is desirable.

As computational detection of variant peptides lies at the core of our re-
search aims, let us briefly elaborate on some of the problems that affect, in
general, the detection of unlikely peptides. One of the fundamental prob-
lems is that the scoring metrics relating a peptide with a fragment mass
spectrum are not powerful enough. For instance, selecting a peptide with a
maximal agreement with the spectrum among all possible peptides is gener-
ally inadequate—such a peptide is usually not the correct one [1]. Still, the
correct peptides often do have an agreement close to the maximal one, allow-
ing, for instance, the use of statistical significance of such an agreement to
identify the correct peptides [5]. However, although such an approach works
reasonably well for likely peptides, it can be largely insufficient for the un-
likely ones [9]. In our research, we argue that one of the reasons for such
behavior is the neglect of prior probability of a peptide—the probability that
a randomly selected peptide from a sample is the peptide of interest [1, 2],
which particularly affects the detection of unlikely peptides. The inability
to associate the correct peptide to a mass spectrum based only on its agree-
ment is thus a comparably small problem for likely peptides but can become
a serious problem otherwise [7, 8].

2 Literature review
The detection of peptides from fragment spectra lies at the core of compu-
tational proteomics [5, 10]. In principle, there are two major approaches for
peptide detection and their various hybridizations: a database search and de
novo sequencing. In a database search [11–13], fragment spectra are matched
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against predicted fragment spectra of peptides from an appropriate database
(e.g., reference proteins of a studied organism). Similarly, one can match the
fragment spectra against known fragment spectra of peptides [14, 15], which
is generally more discriminative but spectral libraries are limited in their ex-
tent. In de novo sequencing, the fragment spectra are interpreted directly,
without the use of a sequence database—utilizing just the masses of amino
acids and, potentially, their various modifications [16, 17]. Even though de
novo sequencing is fast [18], and allows large-scale modification search [19],
it achieves only around 35% agreement with a database search, making it
impractical for routine analyses [16]. Hybrid approaches typically utilize par-
tial de novo sequencing to extract sequence tags [20, 21], short sequences of
amino acids (e.g., 3–6 residues), which filter out unviable peptide candidates
when matching against peptide database. Because our research concerns the
detection of peptides in typical circumstances, we will focus on a database
search and some of its hybrid versions.

Database search is the most popular method for peptide detection [22],
with more than 30 search engines available in 2017 [23]. Overall, the database
search engines work as follows. For each fragment spectrum, the search engine
selects peptides of appropriate precursor mass from a supplied database and
calculates the matching score of each peptide’s theoretical spectrum with the
measured fragment spectrum [11–13]. Usually, only the peptide with the best
match per spectrum is retained [5], and each such assignment of a peptide
to spectrum is then called a peptide-spectrum match (PSM ). Once fragment
spectra are interpreted, the PSMs undergo post-processing to establish con-
fidence measures [24, 25], and these measures are generally reliable as long
as one is interested in detecting reference peptides of an organism but are
problematic otherwise [7–9].

2.1 Detection of variant peptides

We now shift our focus to detecting variant peptides, wherein we also review
the applicable hybrid peptide detection approaches. The most common ap-
proach for detecting variant peptides is the so-called sample-specific database
search employed in proteogenomics [6, 9, 26], a field studying the interplay
of genomics and proteomics. Therein, the researchers first sequence DNA
or mRNA of the sample, construct a sample-specific protein database from
the DNA/mRNA variants, and match the mass spectra against the protein
database using any database search engine [27–29]. Although the approach
successfully detects variant peptides [7, 9], the obvious disadvantage is the
need to perform the DNA or mRNA sequencing, which makes the approach
inapplicable to typical proteomics experiments. Furthermore, it is advised
that the researchers incorporate only highly confident genomic events in the
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sample-specific database because the detection of variant peptides tends to
result in much higher than estimated error rates [6]. Nonetheless, the sample-
specific database approach is well established and has shown multiple biomed-
ical applications [6, 30].

To allow DNA/mRNA-independent detection, one can perform the database
searches against a peptide database constructed from a globally observed DNA
or mRNA variants [3, 31, 32], and we refer to such a search as global peptide-
variant (GPV ) search. GPV search, however, results in high rates of false
positives—even at stringent confidence criteria [7, 8]. A partial reason for
this behavior is that many peptides are homologous to the variant peptides
[9], meaning they are of similar sequence and fragment spectra. However, as
we argue in [1, 2], that itself is only a partial explanation. The critical and
often neglected fact is that the variant peptides are unlikely a priori—as a
result, the interpretation of fragment spectra by these homologous peptides
is generally more preferable. Consistent with our argumentation, restricting
the GPV search to a limited number of curated variants that are likely a pri-
ori allows their confident detection [33], albeit at the cost of low sensitivity.
Further, although the GPV search generally results in high error rates [7–9],
we have shown that a deep Bayesian re-analysis of claimed variant peptides
makes the approach reliable [3], and we provide further evidence in the paper.

Another option for detecting variant peptides is to use some of the database-
guided and hybrid detection methods [11, 12, 34, 35]. The most straight-
forward possibility is to use the exhaustive substitution of amino acids per
peptide [11, 12]. For instance, the point mutation search in X!Tandem [11]
or the error-tolerant search in MASCOT [12] match the fragment spectra
against peptides with amino acid substitutions incorporated into the peptides
from the supplied search database. However, such approaches substantially
increase the search space, and any detection method based on the statisti-
cal significance of a spectral match quickly loses sensitivity [9], resulting in a
rather small number of variant peptides detected. To improve on the situa-
tion, some approaches, e.g., BICEPS [36] or TagGraph [37], utilize sequence
tags to prefilter the search space to candidate peptides that match the se-
quence tag—a method that can decrease the search space over several orders
of magnitude depending on the length of the tag [38]. Nevertheless, in our
former work [1], we have shown that although sequence tags substantially
improve peptide detection, they provide only a limited advantage for discrim-
inating homologous peptides—unless the sequence tags are very long and of
high certainty. One can also resort to approaches that aim to solve a more
general problem—detecting peptides shifted by a mass of unknown modifi-
cation. For instance, the open search approach [39] implemented in the fast
MSFragger algorithm [40], utilizes a standard database search against very
wide precursor mass window (e.g., 500 Da instead of typical range on the
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order of ≈ 0.01 Da), allowing detection of peptides with modifications of un-
known masses. Some less common approaches include a pair-wise comparison
of measured fragment spectra to detect mass shifts corresponding to amino
acid variants [41], or open searches against spectral libraries [34]. Afterward,
the mass shifts are localized, and if the mass difference corresponds to an
amino acid substitution, it is interpreted as such. Nevertheless, most of these
approaches were developed for the detection of PTMs, and their large-scale
validation on variant peptides is missing, complicating the establishment of
their applicability for this purpose.

2.2 The use of peptide prior probabilities

In our former articles [1, 2], we gave evidence that one of the reasons for the
discrepancy between calculated error rates and the true error rates in database
searches is the neglect of peptide prior probabilities. By prior probability of a
peptide p, we mean the probability that a randomly selected peptide molecule
from a sample of interest is the peptide p [1, 3]. For instance, suppose selecting
a random peptide molecule from a shotgun proteomics sample of a random
human. In general, it is much more likely that the selected peptide is a
reference peptide—a peptide present among the vast majority of humans—
compared to a rare peptide variant present in a tiny fraction of the human
population. From a different perspective, the spectral match metrics are, by
far, not discriminative enough to uniquely detect the best peptide among all
theoretical candidates at a given mass of precursor [1], which also translates to
the low practical efficiency of de novo sequencing [16]. As a result, we argued
that the high dynamic range of peptide prior probabilities plays a substantial
role in peptide detection [1, 2], evident especially when detecting peptides
unlikely a priori—such as variant peptides. Further, we have shown that the
use of our Bayesian approach allows accurate estimation of posterior error
probabilities in highly-homologous searches of combinatorial peptide library
[1, 2], and also allows detailed probabilistic modeling of prior knowledge.

The use of peptide prior probabilities in shotgun proteomics, nevertheless,
remains rather marginal. As an early example from 2002, the ProbID algo-
rithm [42] employed a prior probability model categorizing peptides into three
categories based on their conformance to the expected peptide-cutting pat-
tern (unexpected, partially expected, and fully expected). The peptide prior
probabilities, however, can be modeled in a sequence-dependent manner and
thus be much more granular—potentially assigning a unique prior probability
to every single peptide depending on its detailed characteristics [2]. In this
respect, the Paragon algorithm [43] uses more granular peptide prior proba-
bilities as peptide hypothesis probabilities to reduce the search space but does
not utilize them in the scoring itself. Thus, in the Paragon algorithm, if some
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reference peptide and a rare variant peptide have the same spectral match,
both are considered equally likely—this, however, does not correspond to our
intuition that the reference peptide is indeed more likely (and often substan-
tially). On the other hand, the Bayesian approach BICEPS [36] utilized prior
probabilities and assigned penalties to non-reference peptides, capturing the
notion that peptides that are less likely a priori require more evidence for their
correct detection. However, BICEPS considers only a very small number of
potential post-translational modifications, many of which are more likely a
priori than the nucleotide change resulting in a variant peptide. As we have
shown previously [1, 2], incomplete database searches in which peptides more
likely a priori are not included in the search are prone to substantial errors
in establishing error rates.

Furthermore, none of the approaches considered the important fact that
the prior probabilities of individual variant peptides also range over many
orders of magnitude. For instance, the dbSNP [44] and ExAC [45] databases
indicate that the prevalence of DNA/mRNA variants ranges at least over six
orders of magnitude. Thus, it is reasonable to expect that the prior probabil-
ities of the most likely class of variant peptides—those resulting from a single
nucleotide variant—varies similarly. As a result, criteria for detecting frequent
variant peptides, e.g., those present in 10% of humans, are very unlikely to be
sufficient for detecting rare variants estimated to be present in one human per
million. Further, the differences are even more pronounced as some variant
peptides might be present in a subpopulation of cells, thus further lowering
their prior probabilities [3].

Overall, our research thus aims to fill the gap by thoroughly investigating
the role and the importance of peptide prior probabilities in peptide detection.
Finally, we note that utilizing a proper peptide prior probability model is
likely to improve any peptide detection approach and allows researchers to
also independently focus on what is known about the sample in advance.

3 Theoretical framework
The section deals with the theoretical core of the paper and consists of two
parts. In the first part, we develop theoretical methods for probabilistic anal-
ysis of causes of observed data, wherein we utilize prior probabilities of indi-
vidual causes and their agreement with the data (section 3.1). In the second
part, we develop a framework within computational proteomics that allows us
to apply these theoretical methods to the detection of peptides from fragment
mass spectra (section 3.2).
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3.1 Computer science

The section focuses on a probabilistic analysis of candidate causes of observed
data based on their agreement with the data and their prior probabilities.
For this purpose, we introduce particular types of functions that have cer-
tain desirable probabilistic properties over the data of interest. First, these
functions allow us to rather easily calculate an upper bound on the poste-
rior probability of a cause—allowing one to reject unlikely causes. Second,
using these functions, we formulate a Bayesian approach that calculates the
posterior probabilities of all candidate causes for data of interest.

3.1.1 Preliminaries

We start by defining the key terms and concepts.

Notation In what follows, we will always work with a finite set of causes
C and a set D representing the data. Further, the set C of causes will be
complete in the sense that there will always be a single cause c that caused
the data d.

Definition 1 (Cause-agreement function). A cause-agreement function Θ is
a function Θ: C× D 7→ X, where X is a finite totally-ordered set.

A particular cause-agreement function Θ thus defines the agreement be-
tween the cause and the data.

Notation Often, we will work with probabilities expressed in two forms,
and we now explicitly state these forms to clarify their meaning. In the first
form,

Pr
(
Θ(c, d) = a

)
,

the expression denotes the probability that the cause c has the agreement a
in the cause-agreement function Θ, wherein the probability is taken over data
d. The second form,

Pr
(
Θ(c, d) = a | c

)
,

denotes the conditional probability that the cause c has an agreement a in
Θ, taken over data d, once we know that the cause c has occurred (i.e., c is
the true cause). We now introduce the notion of a cause-agreement function
that behaves in a certain desirable probabilistic way over the data of interest.

Definition 2 (Probabilistically-increasing cause-agreement function). A cause-
agreement function Θ is probabilistically-increasing if for all causes c ∈ C, and
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agreements a, b ∈ X, a ≤ b, the following holds over data d:

Pr
(
Θ(c, d) = a | c

)
≤ Pr

(
Θ(c, d) = b | c

)
,

and
Pr
(
Θ(c, d) = a

)
≥ Pr

(
Θ(c, d) = b

)
.

Intuitively, a probabilistically-increasing cause-agreement function tends
to assign a higher agreement to the true causes while doing the opposite for
the random causes. For illustration, suppose that the agreement function Θ

assigns only two agreements: high (1) and low (0). If the function generally
assigns the high agreement to a rather small number of causes, often including
the true one, and at the same time assigns the low agreement to a rather
high number of causes, often excluding the true one, it is probabilistically
increasing.

Definition 3. The cause-agreement function Θ is called true-cause normal-
ized if for any causes a, b ∈ C, and any agreement x ∈ X, the following holds
over data d:

Pr
(
Θ(a, d) = x | a

)
= Pr

(
Θ(b, d) = x | b

)
.

The true-case normalized agreement function thus behaves such that it is
equally likely to observe a particular agreement x with the data d if either
cause caused the data.

Definition 4. The cause-agreement function Θ is called random-cause nor-
malized if for any causes a, b ∈ C, and any agreement x ∈ X, the following
holds over data d:

Pr
(
Θ(a, d) = x

)
= Pr

(
Θ(b, d) = x

)
.

The random-cause normalized agreement thus behaves such that it is
equally likely to observe a particular agreement at random for different causes.

Notation In what follows, we will denote Pr(c) the prior probability of a
cause c. Note that because we work with a complete set of exclusive causes C,
the sum of prior probabilities over the whole set will always equal one, thus∑

c∈C
Pr(c) = 1.

Now, suppose a cause c and its prior probability Pr(c). Then, we denote cPr

the set of causes that are at least as likely a priori as c, thus

cPr = {a ∈ C |Pr(c) ≤ Pr(a)}.
9



Now suppose a cause c, data d, and a cause-agreement function Θ. Let us
denote cΘd the set of all causes that have at least as high agreement with d
as c, thus

cΘd = {a ∈ C |Θ(c, d) ≤ Θ(a, d)}.
Finally, let us denote c? the set of at-least-as-good causes as c both in terms
of agreement and prior probability, thus

c? = cPr ∩ cΘd ,

where the Pr,Θ, and d are assumed to be clear from the context. With these
preliminary definitions, we now turn to the probabilistic analysis of individual
causes.

3.1.2 Calculation of maximal posterior probability (Prmax)

Herein, we establish upper bounds on the maximal posterior probability of a
candidate cause given prior probabilities of all at-least-as-good causes. The
primary reason for calculating such bounds is to analyze causes identified
using other approaches (e.g., using statistical significance of the agreement).
In practice, such analysis allows rejecting causes whose posterior probabilities
are low once we take the prior probabilities of causes into account.

Theorem 1 (Tighter bound on maximal posterior probability). Suppose data
d ∈ D, a candidate cause c ∈ C, prior probabilities Pr(a) for all a ∈ c?, and
a cause-agreement function Θ that is probabilistically increasing, true-cause
normalized, and random-cause normalized. Then

Pr
(
c |Θ(c, d) = x

)
≤ Pr(c)∑

a∈c?
Pr(a)

.

Proof. From Bayes Theorem, we have:

Pr
(
c |Θ(c, d) = x

)
=

Pr
(
Θ(c, d) = x | c

)
· Pr(c)

Pr
(
Θ(c, d) = x

) .

For simplicity, we first prove the result for a special case when all the causes
have the same agreement x with the data. Thus, suppose that Θ(c, d) =

Θ(a, d) = x for all a ∈ c?. Then

Pr
(
c |Θ(c, d) = x

)
Pr
(
a |Θ(a, d) = x

) =
Pr(c)

Pr(a)
,

because the agreement is the same and Θ is true-cause and random-cause
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normalized. Now, the sum of posterior probabilities over all causes equals one
when c? = C. In such case, the following holds:

Pr
(
c |Θ(c, d) = x

)
=

Pr(c)∑
a

Pr(a)
.

In general, the sum can be less than one, therefore

Pr
(
c |Θ(c, d) = x

)
≤ Pr(c)∑

a
Pr(a)

.

Now suppose Θ(a, d) = y ≥ x. Then

Pr
(
c |Θ(c, d) = x

)
Pr
(
a |Θ(a, d) = y

) ≤ Pr(c)

Pr(a)

because
Pr
(
Θ(c, d) = x | c

)
≤ Pr

(
Θ(a, d) = y | a

)
as Θ is probabilistically increasing and true-cause normalized, and

Pr
(
Θ(c, d) = x

)
≥ Pr

(
Θ(a, d) = y

)
as Θ is probabilistically increasing and random-cause normalized. As c? ⊆ C,
the sum of posterior probabilities over all at-least-as-good causes is at most
one. It follows that

Pr
(
c |Θ(c, d) = x

)
≤ Pr(c)∑

a
Pr(a)

.

In other words, the posterior probability of a cause is at most the pro-
portion of its prior probability among the at-least-as-good causes, for this
particular type of cause-agreement functions.

Corollary 1 (Looser bound on maximal probability).

Pr
(
c |Θ(c, d) = x

)
≤ |c?|−1 (3.1)

The theorem also provides a weaker result. Herein, the maximal posterior
probability is at most the inverse of the number of at-least-as-good causes.
Such a bound might be more meaningful in practice when one focuses on
establishing the order of prior probabilities rather than their numerical values.
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3.1.3 Calculation of posterior probability

Let us now turn to the calculation of posterior probabilities of candidate
causes. Overall, we are interested in using the Bayes’ Theorem in the following
form:

Pr
(
c |Θ(c, d) = x

)
=

Pr
(
Θ(c, d) = x | c

)
· Pr(c)

Pr
(
Θ(c, d) = x

) . (3.2)

Thus, given a particular agreement x of the cause c with the data d, we are
interested in the posterior probability of the cause c. Similarly as we did pre-
viously, we will utilize the true-cause and random-cause normalized agreement
functions such that it is straightforward to specify both Pr

(
Θ(c, d) = x | c

)
and

Pr
(
Θ(c, d) = x

)
from a training dataset. Note that we intentionally use the

Bayes’ theorem to include Pr(c)—the prior probability of the cause c because
of our intended applications. In particular, we expect the prior probabilities
to vary substantially, and we plan to model their values based on the available
prior knowledge.

3.1.3.1 Model training

We now discuss how to specify the parts of the equation (3.2) to allow
calculating the posterior probabilities. Suppose a training dataset of data
D = 〈d1, . . . , dn〉, corresponding true causes C = 〈c1, . . . , cn〉, and an agree-
ment function Θ that is both true-cause normalized and random-cause nor-
malized.

Agreement for true causes

Because Θ is true-case normalized, we set the probability that a true cause c
has an agreement x with the data d to the overall proportion of the agreement
x for the true causes from the dataset D, thus:

Pr
(
Θ(c, d) = x | c

)
=
|{i ∈ I |Θ(ci, di) = x}|

n
, (3.3)

where I = {1, . . . , n} is the set of indexes over the dataset. Note that we do
that because the true causes are interchangeable with respect to the agreement
and the data for true-cause normalized cause-agreement functions.

Agreement for random causes

We now do the analogous for the behavior of random causes. Let Θd : X 7→ N
denote the distribution of agreement x with data d calculated using Θ over
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all candidate causes, thus:

Θd(x) =
∣∣{c ∈ C |Θ(c, d) = x

}∣∣.
Now let us define the same but over the whole dataset:

ΘD(x) =
∑
d∈D

Θd(x).

Because Θ is random-cause normalized, we set the probability that a random
cause c has an agreement x with the data d to the overall proportion of the
agreement x in the dataset D, thus:

Pr
(
Θ(c, d) = x

)
=

ΘD(x)∑
x

ΘD(x)
. (3.4)

The equations 3.3 and 3.4 then allow us to calculate the posterior probability
using the equation 3.2 once we specify the prior probability of a particular
cause.

3.2 Computational proteomics

The section deals with the principal methods and algorithms required to ap-
ply the probabilistic cause-detection approach to computational proteomics.
First, we introduce a simple cause-agreement function that evaluates the sim-
ilarity between peptide and fragment mass spectrum (section 3.2.2). After-
ward, we introduce various peptide prior probability models that aim to model
the prior knowledge about the experiment—both in idealized situations (sec-
tion 3.2.3) and in a more realistic one (section 3.2.4). For the more realistic
model, we develop an algorithm that enumerates peptides with their relative
prior probabilities above a particular threshold and then discuss some as-
pects of their storage (section 3.2.5). We then describe a fast spectral match
algorithm that quickly calculates the agreement of all relevant peptides for
a fragment spectrum (section 3.2.6). Utilizing all the developed notions, we
then present the calculation of Prmax of all candidate peptides for a particular
fragment spectrum (section 3.2.7).

3.2.1 Preliminaries

Let us start by introducing the key concepts relevant to our application to
peptide detection. In general, we introduce the notions of fragment mass
spectrum and peptide that correspond to the notions of data and cause, re-
spectively, within the computer-scientific framework (section 3.1).
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In the context of our research, a fragment mass spectrum or simply a frag-
ment spectrum, is a measurement of fragment masses of a parental molecule
(Fig. 1.1). We model a fragment spectrum m as a set {m1, . . . ,mn} of frag-
ment masses, such that n ≥ 1 and each mi ∈ R+. In what follows, we will
denote the set of all fragment mass spectra as M. Although a fragment spec-
trum always comes with intensities associated with the corresponding masses,
we disregard the intensities to simplify our exposition and refer to them only
when these matter for our purposes.

Occasionally, we will require the fragment spectrum to be ordered by mass,
and we will refer to such spectra as mass-ordered fragment spectra. A mass-
ordered fragment spectrum M is thus a vector M = 〈m1, . . . ,mn〉, n ≥ 1,
such that each mi ∈ R+ for 1 ≤ i ≤ n and mi < mi+1 for 1 ≤ i < n.

Notation In the upcoming definition, we introduce the notion of peptide.
We start by first specifying its building blocks, its residues. Foremost, each
peptide is terminated on both sides by terminal residues. We denote the set
of applicable terminal residues on the left as A` (N-terminal residues), the
set of applicable terminal residues on the right as Aa (C-terminal residues),
and the set of the remaining non-terminal residues as A. Each pair of these
sets has an empty intersection, thus

A` ∩ Aa = ∅,A` ∩ A = ∅,Aa ∩ A = ∅.

Further, we denote all residues as

A`a = A ∪ A` ∪ Aa.

Each residue r ∈ A`a has an associated mass

Mass(r) ∈ R+.

Because we primarily deal with modern mass spectrometric measurements, we
will assume that Mass(r) corresponds to the monoisotopic mass of residue
r.

We now turn to the definition of a peptide. Although slightly technical, a
peptide is a sequence of non-terminal residues terminated on each side by an
appropriate terminal residue.

Definition 5 (Peptide). A peptide is a sequence 〈p`, p1, . . . , pn, pa〉, n ≥ 1,
such that p` ∈ A`, pa ∈ Aa, and pi ∈ A for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

Because the mass measurement is at the core of mass spectrometric mea-
surements, let us also define the mass of a peptide. The mass of a peptide
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p = 〈p`, p1, . . . , pn, pa〉, denoted Mass(p), is the sum of its residues, thus

Mass(p) = Mass(p`) +
∑

1≤i≤n
Mass(pi) + Mass(pa).

Notation We denote the set of all peptides as P. Although the set of
peptides P is countably infinite, we will always work with its finite subsets in
peptide detection. In particular, we assume that we can always measure the
true mass mp of a parental molecule within a tolerance εp ≥ 0. The subscript
in mp and εp refers to the fact that such mass measurements are performed
on the precursor level. In accordance, we will typically work with the subset
Pm̂p±εp of peptides, whose parental mass is within the mass range m̂p ± εp,
thus

Pm̂p±εp =
{
q ∈ P

∣∣ |m̂p −Mass(q)| ≤ εp
}
.

Note that the set Pm̂p±εp is especially relevant in our data because besides
the fragment spectrum, we always have the measurement m̂p of a mass of the
non-fragmented, parental molecule.

3.2.2 Agreement between peptides and fragment mass
spectra

We now describe a particular cause-agreement function that links peptides
(causes) and fragment mass spectra (data). Peptide-spectrum agreements are
typically defined in terms of the match between a theoretical fragment spec-
trum predicted for a particular peptide and an observed fragment spectrum.
Due to space limitations, we refer the reader to the prediction of theoretical
spectra in [46], and will only consider matching of existing fragment spectra.
As an example of a theoretical spectrum, see Fig. 3.1.

For simplicity, we will calculate the the number of matching fragments
(nmf) between the spectra. Let us denote �ε(T,E) the set of indices of cor-
responding matching fragments between mass spectra T and E up to tolerance
ε, where |T | = n, |E| = m. Thus,

�ε(T,E) =
{
〈i, j〉 ∈ {1, . . . , n} × {1, . . . ,m}

∣∣ |ti − ej | ≤ ε}.
Then, the number of fragments in a mass spectrum T matching a fragment
in a mass spectrum E within match tolerance ε, denoted nmfε(T,E), is∣∣{i ∈ {1, . . . , n} ∣∣ 〈i, j〉 ∈ �ε(T,E)

}∣∣.
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Figure 3.1: Correspondence between experimental and theoretical mass spec-
tra.

The plot shows an experimental spectrum (black) and the corresponding prefix
(dashed) and suffix mass ladders (dotted) at maximal charge z = 1.

3.2.3 Simple peptide prior probability models

The section introduces several simple models of peptide prior probabilities.
These models illustrate several ways to express the prior knowledge about
an experiment and also serve as an introduction to the more realistic model
developed in the next section (3.2.4). Although the prior models are sim-
ple, they aim to capture a particular aspect of situations encountered in the
computational detection of peptides.

We now specify what we mean by peptide prior probability models. Note
that in assigning the prior probabilities to peptides, we always refer to the
finite set Pm̂p±εp of peptides within the corresponding mass range.

Definition 6 (Peptide relative prior probability model). A peptide relative
prior probability model is a function

Pr? : Pm̂p±εp 7→ R+.

Definition 7 (Peptide prior probability model). A peptide prior probability
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model is a peptide relative prior probability model Pr? such that∑
p

Pr?(p) = 1.

Note that it often suffices to work with a relative prior probability model.
For instance, such a model is enough to calculate the maximal posterior prob-
ability of a peptide (section 3.1.2). In addition, we can often normalize the
relative prior probabilities to obtain a prior probability model. As a result,
we often consider these models interchangeable and focus on their differences
only when these matter for intended purposes.

3.2.3.1 Uniform prior

The uniform prior refers to a situation when essentially no prior knowledge
about expected peptides is available, or its use is not desirable. In such case,
for all p ∈ Pm̂p±εp , we have

Pr?(p) = 1.

The use of such a model then refers to a completely-unaware peptide sequenc-
ing de novo.

3.2.3.2 Prior based on expected cutting after a residue

The model is motivated by the properties of enzymes used in bottom-up
proteomics. In particular, many such enzymes cut a protein sequence with a
certain probability after a specific residue. Thus, let us have a function

α : A 7→ 〈0, 1〉,

which gives the probability of an enzyme cutting a sequence after encountering
a particular non-terminal residue. We define the relative prior probability of
peptide p based on the cleavage model α, denoted Pr?α(p), as

Pr?α(〈p`, p1, . . . , pn, pa〉) =

(
n−1∏
i=1

1− α(pi)

)
· α(pn).

In other words, it is the multiplication of probabilities that a peptide was cut
after the last residue and never before.

3.2.3.3 Other prior models

For other simple prior models, we refer the reader to the dissertation thesis.
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3.2.4 A more realistic prior probability model

Herein, we develop a more realistic model of peptide prior probabilities, which
aims to be usable in analyzing typical computational proteomics data. In this
model, we assume that individual peptides originate from a set of reference
proteins through modification, substitution, and cleavage events. Further, we
assume that these events are statistically independent, allowing us to derive
some aspects of the relative prior probabilities. Still, the model only aims to
be realistic to a certain degree; as a result, we will make several assumptions to
simplify both the model and the calculation of the relative prior probabilities.

Notation Let us first introduce some additional notation to simplify the
exposition. In general, we assume that the parental sequences consist only
of a subset A`a∧ of all residues A`a. We refer to such a subset as reference
residues. The A`a∧ consists of twenty amino acids A∧ used by cells during the
synthesis of proteins and of standard non-modified terminals: ` and a. We
have A`a∧ = A∧∪{`,a}. For completeness, let us also specify the A∧ by using
one-letter code for amino acids, thus

A∧ = {A, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, K, L, M, N, P, Q, R, S, T, V, W, Y}

Furthermore, each non-reference residue r ∈ A`a\A`a∧ corresponds to a single
reference residue b ∈ A`a∧ , denoting such a reference residue ↓ r = b. For each
reference residue r ∈ A`a∧ , we also let ↓ r = r to simplify the presentation.

Example Suppose there is a non-reference residue M⊕Oxidation, represent-
ing an oxidized methionine. Then, the corresponding reference residue of the
non-reference residue M⊕ Oxidation is M and thus ↓ M⊕ Oxidation = M.

Definition 8 (Modified form of a residue). A residue b ∈ A`a is a modified
form of a residue a ∈ A`a∧ if ↓ b = a.

Definition 9 (Substituted form of a residue). A residue b is a substituted
form of a residue a ∈ A∧ if b ∈ A∧.

Note that we always consider the non-modified form of a residue as one
of its modified forms, and we do analogously for the substituted form of a
residue.

3.2.4.1 Modification of a residue

We now introduce some additional notation for modified residues. Let us
denote

M(a) = {b ∈ A`a | ↓ b = a},
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the set of modified forms of a residue a ∈ A`a∧ . Further, let us denoteMa(b)

the expected proportion of a modified form b ∈ A`a of a residue a ∈ A`a∧ . In
general, we will assume that we consider all modified forms. Finally, because
we also consider the absence of modification, the sum over all forms b of a
normalizes to one, thus: ∑

b

Ma(b) = 1.

Example For instance, suppose there are only two possible forms of amino
acid Methionine (M): its non-modified form (M) and its oxidized form (M ⊕
Oxidation). For simplicity, suppose we would expect to see both forms in
equal proportions. Then, M(M) = {M, M ⊕ Oxidation}, and MM(M) = 0.5 =

MM(M⊕ Oxidation).

3.2.4.2 Substitution of a residue

Similarly as we did for the modified forms, let us denote S(a) the set of
substituted forms of a residue a. Actually, S(a) = A∧. Analogously as for the
modified forms, we denote Sa(b) the expected proportion of a substituted form
b ∈ A∧ of a ∈ A∧. Because we also include no substitution and because we
assume that we consider all reference residues, the proportion of all substituted
forms over each a ∈ A∧ sums to one, thus:∑

b

Sa(b) = 1.

Example Suppose a reference amino acid r = M. Then the S(r) = A∧. Let
us specify, for instance, the expected proportion of I substituted from M to be
10−4, thus SM(I) = 10−4.

3.2.4.3 Expected proportion of a residue form

We now combine the notions of a modification and a substitution of a residue.
Let us denote the expected proportion of a residue b ∈ A`a originating from
a residue a ∈ A`a∧ as Pr(a→ b). Then we have the following:

Lemma 1 (Expected proportion of a residue form). Suppose that the events
of modification and substitution of residues are statistically independent. Then

Pr(a→ b) = Sa(↓ b) · M↓b(b).

Proof. From the statistical independence.
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Example For instance, the expected proportion of an oxidized Methionine
(M⊕ Oxidation) originating from Cysteine (C) then equals

SC(M) · MM(M⊕ Oxidation).

Notation Similarly, as we did for modifications and substitutions, we now
introduce the notation of all forms F of a reference residue a. Then F(a) = A
and Fa(b) = Pr(a→ b).

3.2.4.4 Expected proportion of a sequence form

We now expand the notion of the expected proportion of a residue form over
a sequence of residues. Let us denote

Pr(〈s1, . . . , sl〉 → 〈p1, . . . , pl〉)

the expected proportion of a sequence form 〈p1, . . . , pl〉 originating from a
sequence s = 〈s1, . . . , sl〉 of the same length, such that that each residue pi
originated from si.

Lemma 2 (Expected proportion of a sequence form). Suppose that the events
of modifications and substitutions over individual residues are statistically in-
dependent. Then

Pr(〈s1, . . . , sl〉 → 〈p1, . . . , pl〉) =
∏
i

Pr(si → pi).

Proof. From the statistical independence.

3.2.4.5 Parental sequence cutting

The notions introduced in the previous sections give the expected proportion
of a particular form of a peptide. However, to obtain such a peptide, we
also require that some parental sequence was first cut accordingly. Let us
first consider the situation in general without resorting to an actual sequence
cutting model. For simplicity, we will also ignore the terminal residues. Thus,
given a parental sequence

s = 〈s1, . . . , sn〉, n ≥ 1,

we need to specify the expected proportion of each cut of s starting at i and
ending at j, denoted i s↔ j, for 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n. We will denote the expected
proportion of such a cut as

Pr(s 99K i s↔ j).
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Overall, it must hold that∑
1≤i≤j≤n

Pr(s 99K i s↔ j) = 1.

In other words, we thus need to specify the proportions of all possible cuts.

3.2.4.6 Expected proportions of cuts in a cleavage-after-residue
model

Herein, we specify a particular model of cutting-after-residue. For the ra-
tionale and assumptions underlying the selection of the model, we refer the
reader to the dissertation thesis.

In this model, the relative prior probability of a cut f s↔ t from a sequence
s, is then

Pr?α(s 99K f s↔ t) = Prα(sf−1) ·
∏
f≤i<t

(1− Prα(si)) · Prα(st).

3.2.4.7 Expected proportion of a cut of a particular form

We now combine the notions of modification, substitution, and cleavage events.
Thus, suppose a parental sequence s = 〈`, s1, . . . , sm,a〉, and a peptide
p = 〈p`, p1, . . . , pn, pa〉, such that n ≤ m. In what follows, we define the
expected proportion of a cut of form p, from parental sequence s, starting at
position i, denoting it as Pr?(s 99K

i
p).

Definition 10 (Expected proportion of a cut of form p of s starting at position
i). The expected proportion of a cut of form p of parental sequence s starting
at position i, denoted Pr?(s 99K

i
p), is defined as follows:

Pr?(s 99K
i
p) =Pr?α(s 99K i s↔ i+ n− 1)

·Pr(〈si, . . . , si+n−1〉 → 〈p1, . . . , pn〉)
·M`(p`)
·Ma(pa).

Clarification In other words, the Pr?(s 99K
i
p) is equal to the multiplication

of the following:

• the expected proportion of the cut of s of length n, starting at position
i;

• the expected proportion of sequence form 〈p1, . . . , pn〉
of sequence 〈si, . . . , si+n−1〉;
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• the expected proportion of N-terminal form p`; and
• the expected proportion of C-terminal form pa.

3.2.4.8 Maximal expected proportion of a sequence form

To further simplify our model and calculations, we will focus only on the
maximal expected proportion of a sequence form. Let us denote Pr?max(s 99K
p) the maximal expected proportion of a sequence form p = 〈p`, p1, . . . , pn, pa〉
originating from a parental sequence s = 〈`, s1, . . . , sm a〉 at some starting
position i.

Lemma 3 (Maximal expected proportion of a sequence form p originating
from a sequence s).

Pr?max(s 99K p) = max
1≤i≤m−n+1

Pr?(s 99K
i
p).

Proof. The only indices over which Pr?(s 99K
i
p) is defined are i ∈ {1, . . . ,m−

n+ 1}.

Similarly, let us denote Pr?max(S 99K p) the maximal expected proportion
of a sequence form p originating from sequences = {S1, . . . , Sn}.

Theorem 2 (Maximal expected proportion of a sequence form p originating
from a sequence in S).

Pr?max(S 99K p) = max
s∈S

Pr?max(s 99K p).

Proof. Straightforward.

The model Finally, we set the relative prior probability of p as the maximal
expected proportion of a sequence p originating from a sequence in S, thus

Pr?(p) = Pr?max(S 99K p). (3.5)

3.2.5 Enumeration of peptides

Herein, we introduce an algorithm that enumerates peptides and their rela-
tive prior probabilities according to the more realistic prior probability model
(section 3.2.4). Overall, we utilize the algorithm to obtain all peptides whose
minimal relative prior probability is above some prespecified threshold pmin.
In turn, this allows us to calculate the maximal posterior probability Prmax for
all peptides with prior probabilities above pmin given their agreements with
the fragment spectrum. In what follows, we first describe the algorithm itself
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(section 3.2.5.1), and then illustrate its behavior for simplified parameters of
the prior model (section 3.2.5.2).

3.2.5.1 Peptide enumeration algorithm

We now introduce the peptide enumeration algorithm for the more realistic
prior probability model (section 3.2.4). Although the algorithm’s operation
is quite simple, a few technical aspects require consideration. Altogether,
the algorithm consists of three procedures, and is presented in a detailed
pseudocode on listings 1 and 2. Let us now provide a brief overview of its
functioning.

We start with the high-level procedure Build-Peptides, whose output
is the desired vector of peptides and their relative prior probabilities (list-
ing 1). Build-Peptides takes a set S of parental sequences, and for each
sequence s ∈ S, obtains peptides and their relative prior probabilities using
Build-Peptides-From-Seq procedure. Afterward, it retains each peptide’s
maximal relative prior probability by aggregating over its relative prior prob-
abilities (over individual parental sequences or multiple positions within the
sequence). The algorithm also takes two additional parameters: the minimal
relative prior probability pmin and the desired mass range 〈mmin,mmax〉 of
peptides. These parameters specify the desired depth of the peptide database
(pmin), along with its width (〈mmin,mmax〉).

We now turn to the mid-level procedure Build-Peptides-From-Seq,
which works on the level of a single parental sequence s (listing 1). For each
starting position i of s, the procedure initializes the relative prior probability
of the peptide to be constructed, based on the cleavage probability of the
previous residue si−1 and the expected proportions of forms of its terminal
residues. Once initialized, it invokes the recursive Enumerate procedure,
responsible for the actual construction of the peptides.

The Enumerate procedure, in essence, recursively adds any applicable
form of the next residue from the parental sequence while keeping track of its
relative prior probability (listing 2). The procedure also calculates the pep-
tide’s relative prior probability if cut after the currently incorporated residue
(pcleaved) and if extended (pextended). If the peptide q is of a sufficiently high
relative prior probability (i.e., pcleaved ≥ pmin) and of appropriate mass (i.e.,
mmin ≤ Mass(q) < mmax), it stores the peptide and its relative prior prob-
ability. On the other hand, if the relative prior probability is already too
low (i.e., pcleaved < pmin and pextended < pmin), or if the mass of a peptide is
already too high, the procedure abandons the search. Once completed, the
procedure thus returns all peptides that start at the position i within sequence
s, and are of appropriate relative prior probabilities and masses.
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Listing 1: Enumeration of peptides above minimal relative prior prob-
ability (part 1)
/* Produces peptides and their maximal relative prior probabilities
from a set of reference sequences. */
Function Build-Peptides(S, pmin, 〈mmin,mmax〉):

Data: Reference sequences S = {s1, . . . , sn}
Minimal relative prior probability pmin
Peptide mass range 〈mmin,mmax〉

Result: Vector Q of peptides and their relative prior probabilities
begin

foreach s ∈ S do
Qs ← Build-Peptides-From-Seq(s, pmin, 〈mmin,mmax〉)

end
/* Concatenate the results, Q = 〈P,R〉 */
Q ←⊕

s
Qs

/* Retain the maximal relative prior probability per peptide */
Q ← Unique-Peptides-With-Max-P(Q)
return Q

end

/* Produces peptides and their relative prior probabilities from a given
reference sequence. */
Function Build-Peptides-From-Seq(s, pmin, 〈mmin,mmax〉):

Data: Reference sequence s = 〈`, s1, . . . , sk,a〉
/* See the explanations of the following parameters in the
algorithm above */
pmin, 〈mmin,mmax〉

Result: Vector Q = 〈P,R〉 of peptides P and their relative prior
probabilities R

begin
Q ← 〈〉
/* For each starting position excluding N- and C-termini */
foreach i ∈ 〈1, . . . , k〉 do

/* Cleavage required before the previous residue */
pinitial ← α(si−1)
foreach n ∈M(`) do /* For each form of N-terminal */

foreach c ∈M(a) do /* For each form of C-terminal */
/* Include expected proportions of N- and C-termini
forms */
p ← pinitial · M`(n) · Ma(c)
/* Create the peptides (see listing 2) */
Enumerate(s, i, i,Mass(n) +
Mass(c), p, p, n, c, pmin, 〈mmin,mmax〉,Q)

end
end

end
return QT

end
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Listing 2: Enumeration of peptides above minimal relative prior prob-
ability (part 2)
Function
Enumerate(s, i, f,m, pextended, pcleaved, n, c, pmin, 〈mmin,mmax〉,Q):
Data: Sequence s = 〈s0, . . . , sk〉

Current position i within s
Initial position f within s
Expected proportion pextended if the peptide is extended
Expected proportion pcleaved if the peptide is cleaved
Form n of N-term
Form c of C-term
Minimal relative prior probability pmin
Peptide mass range 〈mmin,mmax〉
Vector Q to store the results

/* Acceptance */
if i > f and m ≥ mmin and m < mmax and pcleaved ≥ pmin then

Append(Q, 〈〈n, sf , . . . , si−1, c〉, pcleaved〉)
end

/* Rejection */
if i ≥ k then /* Already at protein’s C-term */

return
end
if pextended < pmin and pcleaved < pmin or m ≥ mmax then

return
end

/* [Incorporation of a new residue] */
e ← si /* Store the original residue */
foreach r ∈ F(e) do /* For each form of e */

rp ← Fe(r) /* Obtain the expected proportion */
if i < k − 1 then /* If still not at the C-term */

/* Expected proportion if cleaved after the residue */
pcleaved

? ← pextended · rp · α(r)
/* Expected proportion if not cleaved after the residue */
pextended

? ← pextended · rp · (1− α(r))
end
else /* Otherwise, the cleavage is not happening */

pcleaved
? ← pextended · rp

pextended
? ← pextended · rp

end

si ← r /* Change the residue */
Enumerate(s, i+ 1, f,m+
Mass(r), pextended

?, pcleaved
?, n, c, pmin, 〈mmin,mmax〉,Q)

si ← e /* Change the residue back */
end
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3.2.5.2 Illustration of peptide enumeration

Let us show some examples of the output of the algorithm for peptide enu-
meration. In what follows, we will always consider the same parental sequence
s = LVVVMKGVGK, expressed as a sequence of one-letter amino acid codes, min-
imal prior probability pmin = 0.1, and a complete mass range (mmin = 0,

and mmax = ∞). To increase the clarity of the exposition, we ignore the
non-terminal residues. Let us denote f(s) the result of the procedure Build-
Peptides-From-Seq(s, pmin, 〈mmin,mmax〉). We now show f(s) for several
examples.

No events allowed Suppose that no modifications, no substitutions, and
no cleavage events are allowed. Thus, for all a ∈ A∧, Fa(a) = 1, specifying
that only non-modified forms are allowed. Furthermore, for each b ∈ A,
α(b) = 0, specifying that no cleavage is allowed. Then

f(s) = 〈〈s, 1.0〉〉,

because nothing can happen to the parental sequence.

Cleavage always after a residue Suppose the configuration is as in the
previous example but let us specify that the cleavage always happens after a
residue K, thus α(K) = 1.0. Then

f(s) = 〈〈LVVVMK, 1.0〉, 〈GVGK, 1.0〉〉.

Relaxed cleavage after a residue Now let us relax the cleaving, and
suppose α(K) = 0.9. Then

f(s) = 〈〈LVVVMK, 0.9〉, 〈GVGK, 0.9〉, 〈LVVVMKGVGK, 0.1〉〉.

Note that the relative prior probability of the last peptide is lower because it
contains a residue K that was not cleaved.

A single applicable modification Finally, let us consider a single applica-
ble modification, and again, no cleavage is allowed. Suppose FM(M

Oxidation) =

0.5. Then,

f(s) = 〈〈LVVVMKGVGK, 0.5〉, 〈LVVVMOxidationKGVGK, 0.5〉〉.

3.2.6 Fast spectral match

Herein, we describe a fragment-indexation method that allows fast calcula-
tion of spectral matches between a large number of fragment spectra and a
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single fragment spectrum. Note that a similar method is implemented in the
open-search approach of MSFragger algorithm [40]. First, we introduce the
construction of the fragment-ion index (section 3.2.6.1), a central structure
which allows fast calculation of spectral matches (section 3.2.6.2). Afterward,
we adapt the algorithm to return spectral match with all peptides within a
specified mass range (section 3.2.6.3) while using a mass-partitioned database.
Finally, we describe an algorithmic optimization that loads only a small part
of the fragment-ion index—tailored particularly to the measured fragment
spectrum (3.2.6.4).

3.2.6.1 Construction of a fragment-ion index

We now turn to the construction of a fragment-ion index. We start first by
defining what we mean by a fragment-ion index for a vector of mass spectra
T.

Definition 11 (Fragment-ion index). A fragment-ion index for a vector T =

〈T1, . . . , Tn〉 of mass spectra is a vector F = 〈〈m1, i1〉, . . . , 〈ml, il〉〉,mj ≤ mj+1

with no duplicate elements, such that

〈m, k〉 ∈ F if and only if m ∈ Tk.

As indicated by the simplicity of the definition, the construction of a
fragment-ion index is straightforward. Overall, we concatenate all the frag-
ment spectra from T, while keeping track of the index of their parental spec-
trum. Finally, we sort the concatenated structure by the fragment mass.
The function Build-Fragment-Ion-Index on listing 3 thus constructs the
fragment-ion index by the method we just described.

Let us now analyze the complexity of the algorithm depending on the
length n of the vector T of mass spectra. For simplicity, we will assume that
the number of fragments in individual mass spectra Ti is constant. The most
time-demanding part of the algorithm is the sort of the concatenated array,
which can be done in O(n log n) time. Finally, we note that even though the
fragment-ion index can be constructed efficiently, its construction is relatively
infrequent in practice.

3.2.6.2 Matching against the fragment-ion index

We now turn to the calculation of a spectral match with all fragment spec-
tra from the fragment-ion index. In doing so, we will utilize the nmf metric
that calculates the number of matching fragments between two spectra, as de-
scribed in section 3.2.2. In what follows, let us have an experimental fragment
spectrum E = 〈e1, . . . , ek〉, vector of fragment spectra T, their fragment-ion
index F, and a match tolerance ε > 0.
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Listing 3: Construction of a fragment-ion index
Function Build-Fragment-Ion-Index(T):

Data: Vector T = 〈T1, . . . , Tn〉 of fragment mass spectra
Result: Fragment-ion index F for fragment mass spectra T
begin

/* Linearize the vector */
L ← Concatenate(T)
/* Create a vector I of the same length as L such that */
/* Ij contains an index of the parental mass spectrum */
/* to which Lj corresponds. */
I ← Repeat(〈1, . . . , n〉,Map(Length,T))
/* Obtain the sorting indices for L */
A ← ArgSort(L)
/* Reorder the arrays to create the fragment-ion index */
F ← Zip(L[A], I[A])
return F

end

Conceptually, calculating the match of spectrum E against all spectra
from T is straightforward. For each fragment e ∈ E, we use a binary search
to locate the fragments that are within tolerance ε in the sorted fragment-
ion index F. Because the fragment-ion index F keeps track of the parental
indices, we then increase the matches for spectra at these parental indices.
Nonetheless, we need to make sure that each fragment from the theoretical
spectra F is counted at most once, such that we indeed calculate nmfε(Ta, E)

for each Ta ∈ T. For this, we utilize an additional array that keeps track of
whether a fragment was already counted and increase the match only when it
was not. This concludes the description of the algorithm, and we present the
pseudocode of the function Fast-Match on listing 4. Let us now prove that
the algorithm on listing 4 calculates nmfε(Ta, E) for each spectrum Ta.

Theorem 3 (Correctness of the fast spectral match algorithm). Suppose a
fragment-ion index F = 〈〈m1, i1〉, . . . , 〈ml, il〉〉 for mass spectra T = 〈T1, . . . , Tn〉,
a mass spectrum E and a match tolerance ε ≥ 0. The resultM of the algorithm
Fast-Match on listing 4 contains entries such that Ma = nmfε(Ta, E).

Proof. We prove the theorem for a particular a so that Ma = nmfε(Ta, E).
Thus, consider a spectrum Ta = 〈t1, . . . , tm〉 ∈ T. Now suppose a fragment
e ∈ E. The binary search for e ∈ E obtains indices f ≤ t, such thatmf ≥ e−ε
but mf−1 < e − ε, and mt ≤ e + ε but mt+1 > e + ε. Now suppose there
is a fragment tj ∈ Ta such that |tj − e| ≤ ε. If such a fragment was not yet
matched, we need to make sure that Ma is increased. Because F contains
mass fragments from all mass spectra in T, it also contains tj . Note that as
tj ≥ e− ε and tj ≤ e+ ε, then for some k ∈ {f, . . . , t}, tj = mk and the index
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Listing 4: Fast calculation of spectral matches using fragment-ion index
Function Fast-Match(E,F, ε):

Data: Mass-ordered fragment spectrum E = 〈e1, . . . , ek〉
Fragment-ion index F = 〈〈m1, i1〉, . . . , 〈ml, il〉〉 for spectra
T = 〈T1, . . . , Tn〉
Match tolerance ε ≥ 0

Result: A vector M such that Ma = nmfε(Ta, E) for 1 ≤ a ≤ n
begin

/* Initialize a spectral match vector of size n */
M ← Vector(0, n)
/* Initialize a vector of size l indicating if a fragment from F
was already */
/* matched */
U ← Vector(false, l)

/* For each mass from the mass spectrum E */
for e ∈ E do

/* Use binary search to retrieve the locations within F at
e± ε */
f, t ← Locate(e± ε, 〈m1, . . . ,ml〉)
/* Note: the locations f, t must be as follows: */
/* mf ≥ e− ε but mf−1 < e− ε */
/* mt ≤ e+ ε but mt+1 > e+ ε */
for j ∈ 〈f, . . . , t〉 do

/* If the theoretical fragment was not matched yet */
if not Uj then

/* Get the parental index a of the theoretical mass
spectrum */
/* to which mj belongs */
a ← ij
/* Increase the spectral match with the theoretical
spectrum a */
Ma ← Ma + 1
/* Mark the fragment as already matched */
Uj ← true

end
end

end
return M

end
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of the corresponding spectrum is a = ik. In the next step, the algorithm
checks whether the fragment j was not yet used and if it was not, it increases
the match of Ma. Now suppose that no such fragment tj ∈ Ta exists such
that |tj − e| ≤ ε. We need to make sure that Ma is not increased. However,
for every tj ∈ Ta, |tj−e| > ε. As a result, there is no such k ∈ {f, . . . , t}, such
that ik = a and therefore Ma is not increased. The result then follows.

Let us now analyze the time complexity of the algorithm depending on the
number n of theoretical spectra in the fragment-ion index. We express the
complexity based on the number of theoretical spectra because the length of
the experimental spectrum and the lengths of the individual fragment spectra
can be considered constant. In the worst-case scenario, the algorithm has to
increase the spectral match for all theoretical spectra; thus, the worst-case
time complexity is O(n). In the best-case scenario, the algorithm does not
increase the match for any spectrum. However, we still need to initialize the
two vectors M and C whose sizes depend linearly on n, and the best-case
time complexity is thus Ω(n).

3.2.6.3 Matching against a mass-partitioned database

The Fast-Match procedure allows quickly calculating spectral matches of
an experimental spectrum with fragment-ion-indexed theoretical spectra of
candidate peptides. In computational proteomics, we are typically interested
in having spectral matches of peptides that are within a particular precursor
mass range m̂p ± εp. Recall that the peptide enumeration algorithm from sec-
tion 3.2.5 gives us a vector Q of peptides and their relative prior probabilities.
We partition such a dataset Q into mass-binned datasets Qb containing only
peptides whose masses overlap with Mb = 〈b · w, (b + 1) · w), for some fixed
width w of each bin. We now describe an algorithm that uses such mass-
binned datasets to calculate the spectral match with all peptides from Q that
are within the mass range m̂p ± εp.

In what follows, we assume that the fragment-ion indexes Fb were precom-
puted for each database portion Qb and can be efficiently accessed. To calcu-
late the spectral matches, we locate the database bins that overlap with the
precursor mass range m̂p ± εp, and for each such bin b, load the fragment-ion
index Fb and calculate the spectral match using the Fast-Match function.
As the database bins Qb will typically contain peptides outside of the m̂p ± εp
range, we further restrict the peptides only to those that are within the pre-
cursor mass range of interest. In general, this concludes the description of the
algorithm, and we provide its pseudocode on the listing 5.
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Listing 5: Matching of fragment spectra against mass-binned fragment-
ion-indexed database.
Function Match-Against-Database(E, ε, m̂p, εp,Q):

Data: Experimental mass spectrum E
Fragment match tolerance ε
Precursor mass m̂p
Precursor mass tolerance εp
Mass-binned database Q = Q0 ⊕ · · · ⊕Qn, each
Qb = 〈Pb,Rb〉T

Result: A vector Dm̂p±εp of peptides, their prior probabilities and
spectral matches

begin
/* Initialize a vector that aggregates results over database
portions */
Dm̂p±εp ← 〈〉
/* Obtain indices b of database portions such that
Mb ∩ 〈m̂p − εp, m̂p + εp) 6= ∅ */
B ← Locate(m̂p ± εp, 〈M0, . . . ,Mn〉)
/* For each affected database bin b */
for b ∈ B do

/* Get the fragment index for the corresponding portion */
Fb ← Load-Fragment-Ion-Index(Qb)
/* Calculate the match for all peptides within the index */
Mb ← Fast-Match(E, Fb, ε)
/* Obtain indices of peptides that are within m̂p ± εp */
I ← Mass(Pb) ∈ 〈m̂p − εp, m̂p + εp〉
/* Append the spectral matches */
Append(Dm̂p±εp , Zip(Pb[I], Rb[I], Mb[I]))

end
return Dm̂p±εp

end

3.2.6.4 Memory-load optimization

The peptide database constructed for a particular minimal relative prior prob-
ability can be considerably large. Herein, we describe a memory-load opti-
mization, which often allows loading only a small subset of the fragment-ion
index—tailored particularly to the currently analyzed experimental spectrum.

Definition 12 (Fragment-ion subindex of F for E and ε). A fragment-ion
subindex of F = 〈〈f1, i1〉, . . . , 〈fn, in〉〉 for experimental spectrum E and a
match tolerance ε ≥ 0, denoted FE,ε is a subvector of F,

FE,ε = 〈〈s1, j1〉, . . . , 〈sm, jm〉〉,
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such that sa ≤ sa+1 and 〈s, j〉 ∈ FE,ε if and only if 〈s, b〉 ∈ F for some b and
|s− e| ≤ ε for some e ∈ E.

We now show that we can replace the complete fragment-ion index with
the fragment-ion subindex on a particular spectrum when calculating the fast
spectral match.

Theorem 4. Suppose a fragment-ion index F for mass spectra T, an exper-
imental spectrum E, and a tolerance ε ≥ 0. Then

Fast-Match(E,F, ε) = Fast-Match(E,FE,ε, ε).

Proof. The algorithm on listing 4 only ever accesses the parts of the fragment-
ion index that are within the tolerance ε of some fragment e ∈ E. Further-
more, the absolute positions of individual entries of the fragment-ion index
do not affect the result of the algorithm. The result then follows.

The previous theorem thus shows that we can calculate the spectral match
using a smaller, spectrum-dependent part of the fragment-ion index. To im-
plement the approach, we first load the run-length-encoded fragment masses,
and based on individual fragments in the experimental spectrum E, we calcu-
late the indexes of the fragment-ion index which are necessary to load for the
calculation, herein referring to such an algorithm as Load-Fragment-Ion-
Subindex (details in the dissertation). Once loaded, we then directly use
the fragment-ion subindex FE,ε instead of F in our mass-binned matching
procedure described on listing 5, by replacing the call to Load-Fragment-
Ion-Index with Load-Fragment-Ion-Subindex.

3.2.7 Calculation of Prmax

Herein, we describe the calculation of Prmax of candidate peptides using the
notions developed in the previous sections (for a visual overview, see Fig. 3.2).
Thus, suppose a fragment spectrum E, its measured precursor mass m̂p, and
a precursor tolerance εp so that the true peptide for E is within Pm̂p±εp . The
function call Match-Against-Database(E, ε, m̂p, εp,Q) gives us a vector

Dm̂p±εp = 〈Pm̂p±εp ,Rm̂p±εp ,Mm̂p±εp〉

of peptides, their prior probabilities and their spectral matches. In particular,
for each p ∈ Pm̂p±εp , we have its relative prior probability Pr?(p) in Rm̂p±εp ,
and its match Θ(p,E) with spectrum E in Mm̂p±εp (using nmf at fragment
tolerance ε). Further, the dataset Pm̂p±εp is closed in the sense that all
peptides in Pm̂p±εp that are at least likely a priori as any peptide in Pm̂p±εp
are in Pm̂p±εp . As a result, we have all the necessary ingredients to calculate
the Prmax of each peptide p ∈ Pm̂p±εp .
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Figure 3.2: Data processing overview

The diagram depicts the schematics of the data processing. Overall, there are two
major computational processes that are run at different times. The left part repre-
sents the infrequent construction of a deep prior-probability-aware peptide database,
along with the prediction of spectra and their indexation. The right part represents
the highly repetitive and fast matching of experimental spectra against the con-
structed database.
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For each p ∈ Pm̂p±εp , let us denote p? the set of all peptides in Pm̂p±εp that
are at least as likely a priori as p and which have at least as good agreement
with E as p, thus

p? = {q ∈ Pm̂p±εp |Pr?(q) ≥ Pr?(p) and Θ(q, E) ≥ Θ(p,E)}
= {q ∈ Pm̂p±εp |Pr?(q) ≥ Pr?(p) and Θ(q, E) ≥ Θ(p,E)}.

To calculate Prmax of p, we assume that Θ is probabilistically-increasing,
true-cause normalized, and random-cause normalized. Then, by Theorem 1,
the maximal posterior probability of p is

Prmax(p,E) =
Pr?(p)∑

q∈p?
Pr?(q)

.

Relaxation of Prmax

The Prmax is useful for removing unlikely peptides by means of existence of
other at-least-as-good candidates for a given spectrum—both in terms of their
prior probability and their spectral match. However, Prmax has limitations
when multiple candidates are of similar fragment match and prior probabili-
ties. To improve the situation, we introduce a relaxation of Prmax, denoted
P̃r

k

max, which assigns a trade-off k between the importance of the spectral
match and prior probabilities. The P̃r

k

max calculated for a given peptide and
spectrum then gives a value in the 〈0, 1〉 interval, related to the posterior
probability (details in the dissertation thesis).

Definition 13 (P̃r
k

max). Suppose a fragment spectrum m, with its precursor
mass m̂p measured up to tolerance εp. Now, let us have a database of peptides
Pm̂p±εp of the appropriate mass range as obtained from the peptide enumer-
ation algorithm (section 3.2.5). Further, for each p ∈ Pm̂p±εp , let us have its
spectral match Θ(p,m). Then, the relaxed Prmax of a peptide p ∈ Pm̂p±εp at

trade-off k, denoted P̃r
k

max(p,m), is

P̃r
k

max(p,m) =
Pr(p) · kΘ(p,m)∑

q∈Pm̂p±εp

Pr(q) · kΘ(q,m)
.

4 Results
The section deals with applications of the methods presented in the paper.
First, in section 4.1, we focus on the analysis of peptide detection in the
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idealized conditions of the combinatorial peptide library. Therein, we show
that the posterior probabilities calculated using our Bayesian model behaved
desirably in several circumstances and that the use of simple prior models out-
performed state-of-the-art de novo sequencing algorithms. Then, in section
4.2, we shift our focus to typical experiments and investigate the relevance
of the maximal posterior probability (Prmax) for the re-analysis of variant
peptides detected using four popular approaches. Our results show that all
four approaches substantially benefited from our deep probabilistic search of
fragment spectra—especially when using extended deep search score metrics
derived from Prmax. Finally, in section 4.3, we illustrate downstream appli-
cations of the developed methods in cancer research, research reproducibility,
and forensics.

4.1 Peptide detection in the combinatorial pep-
tide library

Herein, we evaluate the Bayesian cause-detection model from section 3.1.3
on a combinatorial peptide library [1] dataset while utilizing multiple simple
models of peptide prior probabilities (section 3.2.3). First, we show that the
numerical values of posterior probabilities tended towards their expected long-
term behavior (section 4.1.1). Afterward, we compare our approach with the
state-of-the-art de novo sequencing algorithms, showing that even a simple
scoring metric combined with a weak prior model can attain surprisingly high
detection performance (section 4.1.2).

4.1.1 Posterior probabilities of peptides tended towards
the desired behavior

The posterior probabilities of peptides are most useful in practice if they fol-
low a particular behavior—capturing the correctness of peptides in the long
run. For instance, if we select a large collection of peptides with posterior
probabilities r, it is desirable that a corresponding proportion r of peptides
was detected correctly. We will now investigate the behavior of the posterior
probabilities calculated using our Bayesian model, and we do so for two ex-
treme cases of prior distributions. For additional prior distributions, we refer
the interested reader to our articles [1, 2] and to the dissertation thesis, which
also contain detailed treatment of the dataset.

Herein, we consider two extreme cases of prior distributions: the uniform
prior and the direct prior. In what follows, suppose a spectrum m, its pre-
cursor mass m̂p and the corresponding set of all candidate peptides Pm̂p±εp
for the given precursor mass range. The uniform prior assigns each peptide
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Figure 4.1: Behavior of posterior probabilities for uniform and direct prior
models.

The figure shows the relationship of posterior probabilities of the best candidates per
spectrum and the correct detection rates. The close correspondence of the desired
and the observed behavior indicates that the proposed Bayesian model worked well
on the dataset.

in Pm̂p±εp equal relative prior probability, and thus represents the lack of any
information about the sample (section 3.2.3.1). The direct prior, on the other
hand, assigns constant non-zero prior probabilities only to the 400 peptides
in the peptide library PL = {LVVVGAxyVGK |x, y ∈ A∧}, and thus represents a
near-completely informed prior model. Formally, the direct prior for a partic-
ular spectrum m thus behaves as follows:

Pr?direct =

{
1 if p ∈ Pm̂p±εp ∩ PL,
0 otherwise.

As is evident from the figure Fig. 4.1, the behavior of posterior probabilities
was close to the ideal one, showing that our Bayesian model behaved desirably
on this dataset for both prior models.

4.1.2 The use of prior models outperformed state-of-the-
art de novo sequencing algorithms

We now study the detection performance of two simple scoring metrics com-
bined with prior models of enzymatic cleavage and compare it with the per-
formance of popular de novo sequencing algorithms. Overall, we show that
the use of such prior models substantially improved peptide detection, up to
the point of outperforming state-of-the-art de novo sequencing algorithms.
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Figure 4.2: Comparison of peptide detection with state-of-the-art de novo
sequencing algorithms

(a) Reformulating the nmf metric into its probabilistic version nmfp improved the
detection performance by allowing to select peptides at much higher precision. The
utilization of probabilistic modeling of expected cleavage further improved the per-
formance. Note that the numbers in parentheses signify the decrease in prior prob-
abilities of peptides (0.001 in C-term for non-specific cleavage and multiplication by
0.1 for each missed cleavage within the peptide). (b) Similarly, as in a, the prob-
abilistic version of ffpsm? outperformed its non-probabilistic counterpart. Further
improvements followed with the probabilistic modeling of cleavage behavior. To
read more about ffpsm?, we refer the reader to our article [1]. (c) The performance
of the probabilistic version of simple scoring metrics was on par with the state-of-
the-art de novo sequencing algorithms when used with probabilistic modeling of
enzymatic cleavage (see a and b).
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Note that de novo algorithms, in contrast, typically use highly complex scor-
ing metrics and, in essence, model the fragmentation process of a peptide.
The results thus illustrate that even weak prior models have a positive and
substantial impact on peptide detection.

The Fig. 4.2a shows the behavior of number of matching peaks scoring
metric (nmf) in its raw form, its probabilistic form nmfp, and when employed
with prior models based on the expected behavior of enzymatic cleavage. In-
terestingly, although nmf is an extremely simple metric, its performance,
when combined with cleavage-derived prior models, was just slightly less than
the one obtained using DeepNovo—a system utilizing deep neural networks
for prediction of fragment spectra (AUC: 0.289 vs 0.298). Afterward, we con-
sidered a more advanced scoring metric, called ffpsm?, which utilizes a priori
distribution of expected fragments to suppress noise peaks (to read more on
ffpsm?, we refer the reader to our article [1]). The combination of ffpsm?

with the prior model of cleavage outperformed other approaches on the an-
alyzed dataset (e.g., AUC: 0.375 vs. 0.349 for the best performing de novo
sequencing algorithm Novor). Note that to make the comparisons appropri-
ate, we ran the individual de novo algorithms with trypsin set as an enzyme,
hence allowing them to also benefit from the expected enzymatic behavior. In
summary, the results thus illustrate that use of prior models based on cleav-
age behavior largely improved peptide detection and outperformed complex
de novo scoring algorithms on this dataset.

4.2 Detection of peptide variants in typical ex-
periments

We now investigate the detection of peptide variants in samples that are more
representative of typical experiments in computational proteomics. In partic-
ular, we analyze 61 samples of NCI60 proteomes [47] using four approaches
for detecting peptide variants and post-process them using our deep search
method that calculates scoring metrics based on Prmax. Because we do not
directly know which peptides are detected correctly, we utilize the presence of
DNA sequencing support of detected peptide variants as an indicator of their
correctness (NCI60 exomes [48]). For a detailed treatment of the sequencing-
based validation and configuration of the software, we refer the reader to the
dissertation thesis.

Let us now provide a brief overview of the main results. In section 4.2.1,
we show that the filtering of peptide variants using deep search scoring met-
rics substantially improved the detection performance for all four analyzed
approaches—showing broad applicability of the method. Afterward, we in-
troduce claire—our system for detection of peptide variants (section 4.2.2).
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Finally, in section 4.2.3, we show that claire detected substantially more
variants at much higher precision compared to the other analyzed approaches.
Altogether, the results show that the use of peptide prior probabilities in
conjunction with a deep search of fragment mass spectra allows substantial
improvements for the detection of peptide variants.

4.2.1 Deep probabilistic search substantially improved
the performance of variant peptide detection ap-
proaches

We now show that our probabilistic deep search method is generally applica-
ble for the post-analysis of peptide detection results. In doing so, we evaluate
four approaches: an exhaustive substitution of amino acids using X!Tandem
(X!TandemES) [12], a Bayesian approach BICEPS for detecting variably-
mutated sequences [36], an open-search approach MSFragger [40], and a global
peptide-variant database search using X!Tandem (X!TandemGPV). Altogether,
we are interested in the ability of both the raw scoring metrics and those de-
rived from the deep search to discriminate between likely correct and likely
incorrect peptides—as determined by the sequencing support of the corre-
sponding DNA/mRNA variants.

In what follows, we will illustrate the filtering performance using multiple
deep search scores derived from Prmax. Let us recall that Prmax is the max-
imal posterior probability of a candidate peptide (section 3.2.7), and thus if
Prmax is low, the candidate peptide is unlikely. However, to better handle
the situations when Prmax is still high yet the peptide might be incorrect, we
introduced the relaxation of Prmax at a trade-off k, denoting the metric as
P̃r

k

max. The parameter k relates the importance of prior probabilities with the
importance of the spectral match and serves us to circumvent the potentially
complicated modeling of true and random match distributions (k = 20 in all
our analyses). Further, we also consider an adjustment of the prior prob-
ability of a variant peptide p by replacing the general probability of amino
acid substitution with a sequence-specific one, based on population frequency
of corresponding DNA variant (details in the dissertation). When we utilize
such adjustment of peptide prior probabilities, we include the symbol † in the
superscript (e.g., P̃r

k,†
max). As mass spectrometers sometimes incorrectly mea-

sure the parental mass of a molecule, we also consider measurements shifted
by masses of up to ±2 neutrons. When we assign lower prior probabilities
to candidate peptides whose parental mass does not correspond to the non-
monoisotopic mass, we include the letter i in the superscript (multiplication
by 0.1 with each shift in either direction, see the dissertation for details). Al-
together, this brings us to the metric P̃r

k,†,i
max that utilizes all these extensions
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Figure 4.3: Filtering efficiency using native scores and the deep search score
P̃r

k,†,i
max .

(a–d) The plots show the post-search filtering efficiency of claimed variant peptides
both by their native scores and using the P̃r

k,†,i
max score derived from our probabilistic

deep search method. In the analysis, all claimed variant peptides were subjected
to the deep search, and the corresponding P̃r

k,†,i
max of the claimed variant peptide

was calculated. The behavior shows that individual approaches highly benefited
from filtering using P̃r

k,†,i
max score as opposed to their native scores. Note that the

normalized area under the curve (nAUC) refers to the area wherein the maximal
number of claimed variants is normalized to one.
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over Prmax, and its behavior is of our primary interest.
For the performance comparisons, we constructed curves that relate the

number of variants claimed with the precision of detection, and visualized
them on Fig. 4.3. Overall, the figures show the filtering of peptide variants us-
ing their native scores compared to the probabilistic deep search score P̃r

k,†,i
max .

As is evident from the figures, filtering results using P̃r
k,†,i
max allowed selecting

much more sequencing supported—and thus likely correct—variant peptides.
For instance, the exhaustive substitution approach of X!TandemES resulted,
even for the most strict native criteria, in just around 20% of sequencing
support for variant peptides (Fig. 4.3b). On the other hand, filtering using
P̃r

k,†,i
max improved the sequencing support above 70%, and generally resulted

in a much higher number of variants detected at any level of precision. In
general, all analyzed approaches behaved similarly in this respect, thus show-
ing universal applicability of the deep search approach. In conclusion, the
deep search metric P̃r

k,†,i
max allowed substantially more sensitive detection of

candidate variant peptides compared to the native scoring metrics.
To get a better idea of where the capability of P̃r

k,†,i
max comes from, we

now illustrate its behavior on the deep search results of two fragment spectra
(Fig. 4.4). For the first spectrum, we show the ability to remove variant
peptides that are unlikely even though their match is highly significant. In
particular, the table on Fig. 4.4a shows an example of a claimed variant
peptide with a highly significant match as suggested by X!Tandem’s global
peptide-variant database search approach (E-Value = 1.1×10−7). Nonethe-
less, the claimed peptide was without sequencing support and thus was likely
incorrect. In accordance, the deep search revealed another candidate peptide
that was of a higher score and similar prior probability—drawing, in essence,
the claimed peptide unlikely (P̃r

k,†,i
max = 0.002496). On the second spectrum,

we illustrate the capacity to detect likely correct peptides even though their
match is only mildly significant. The table on Fig. 4.4b shows an exam-
ple of a deep search where the claimed variant peptide has an agreement
shared with other peptides and is of a mediocre significance (X!TandemGPV

E-Value = 0.029). The table shows that the variant peptide is of a high
frequency in the population, and thus its relative prior probability is corre-
spondingly high (Pr?† = 0.2702). In consequence, P̃r

k,†,i
max remains high, hence

preserving the claimed variant peptide (P̃r
k,†,i
max = 0.9975). The results thus

illustrate that the probabilistic deep search approach allows both specific and
sensitive detection of variant peptides based on detailed spectrum-specific cir-
cumstances.
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Candidate peptide p nmfε(p,m) Pr?†(p) P̃r
k,†,i
max

→ LGEHNII→VEVLEGNEQFINAAK 20 5.68× 10−5 2.50× 10−3

� LGEHNIEE→DVLEGNEQFINAAK 22 5.68× 10−5 0.9975
LGEHNIEVLL→VEGNEQFINAAK 18 5.71× 10−5 6.27× 10−6

LL→VGEHNIEVLEGNEQFINAAK 17 5.71× 10−5 3.13× 10−7

LGEE→DHNIEVLEGNEQFINAAK 17 5.68× 10−5 3.12× 10−7

LGEHNN→TIEVLEGNEQFINAAK 17 5.57× 10−6 3.06× 10−8

LGEHNIEVLEE→DGNEQFINAAK 16 5.68× 10−5 1.56× 10−8

LGEHNIEVLEGNN→TEQFINAAK 14 5.57× 10−6 3.82× 10−12

QDD→AGMOxFDLVANGGASLTLVFER 14 2.16× 10−6 1.48× 10−12

SVSQSSSQSLASLATTMethylFLQEK 14 4.74× 10−8 3.25× 10−14

a highly significant match but likely incorrect detection

Candidate peptide p nmfε(p,m) Pr?†(p) P̃r
k,†,i
max

→� SSS→ALFAQINQGESITHALK 9 0.2702 0.9978
SSDeoxyLFAQINQGESITHALK 9 2.71× 10−4 10−3

SDeoxySLFAQINQGESITHALK 9 2.71× 10−4 10−3

SS→ASLFAQINQGESITHALK 9 5.40× 10−5 2× 10−4

SPFSLPQKSLL→QPVSLTANK 9 9.08× 10−7 3.35× 10−6

EGluCCarbAHLLLAHNAPVKVK 8 5.67× 10−6 1.05× 10−6

SPFSLPQKLys→AminoadipicAcidSLPVSLTANK 8 5.56× 10−6 1.03× 10−6

IIIQRDLabel:15N(1)SEQQMINIAR 8 5.13× 10−6 9.48× 10−7

`Acetyl:2H(3)PEFALALPPEPPPGPEVK 8 3.36× 10−6 6.21× 10−7

AAEEAERQRQIQLAQKCarb 9 1.60× 10−7 5.92× 10−7

Legend

� The peptide with the highest P̃r
k,†,i
max in the deep search.

→ The variant peptide claimed using X!Tandem in global peptide-variant database search.
nmfε(p,m) The number theoretical fragments of p matching a fragment in m at tolerance ε.

Pr?†(p) The population-frequency adjusted relative prior probability of p.

b mildly significant match but likely correct detection

Figure 4.4: Examples of deep search results.

The tables illustrate the discriminative power of P̃r
k,†,i
max metric. In a, the variant

peptide claimed using X!Tandem global peptide-variant database search (→) was
of a high statistical significance but without sequencing support, indicating it is an
incorrect peptide. In accordance, the deep search found a better candidate peptide
(�) of similar prior probability, drawing the claimed variant peptide → unlikely. In
b, the X!Tandem global peptide-variant search claimed variant peptide (→) of a
mild statistical significance, but the peptide had sequencing support, indicating it is
a correct peptide. Although the deep search found multiple candidates of a similar
match, all were much less likely a priori, assigning high P̃r

k,†,i
max of the variant peptide

even though its spectral match was only mildly significant.
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4.2.2 claire—a system for detecting peptide variants

Herein, we briefly describe claire, our software system for detecting peptide
variants, which implements the mathematical and computational methods
presented in the author paper and the dissertation thesis. claire is available
in two forms: in a standalone form and an online form—both can be accessed
at https://claire.imtm.cz. For the standalone form, we briefly describe
its functionality, organization of code, the user interface, the documentation,
and the software testing. For the online form, we provide an overview of its
functionality, along with the description of the views by which the researchers
can inspect the data after detecting peptide variants.

4.2.2.1 Standalone, cross-platform version

The standalone claire (v. 0.2.0) is an open-source, cross-platform system
implemented in Python (v. 2.7) and consists of around 20 000 lines of code.
claire was developed initially on Rocks 6.0 Linux distribution, but runs
with the help of Anaconda environment system on all three major operating
systems (Linux, Mac OS, and Windows). Internally, claire relies heavily on
pandas and numpy data-scientific libraries, and its time-critical algorithms are
implemented using Cython—a library for interfacing Python with C. claire
can be used directly for detecting peptide variants by using its command-line
interface or its modules imported within the Python programming language.

Code organization claire was developed using a functional programming
paradigm. In essence, claire is an organized collection of functions that map
one data structure into another—without resorting to any hidden state. Over-
all, we organized these functions into around 40 modules, and each such mod-
ule aims to provide particular functionality. Although detailed descriptions
are present in the software’s documentation, let us provide some examples of
the available modules. For instance, the high-level module claire.lisa deals
with all aspects of the deep search, including peptide enumeration, the build-
ing of fragment-ion indexes, and the calculation of P̃rmax. Another higher-
level module, claire.corr implements the functionality for establishing the
correspondence between peptides and DNA/mRNA. As an example of a low-
level module, claire.tolerance contains routines for transforming between
absolute and relative tolerances, expressing them as intervals, or calculat-
ing their overlaps. Besides the functionality related to mass spectrometry,
claire also includes more general modules, e.g., for the analysis of tabu-
lar data (claire.pandas_utils), NumPy arrays (claire.numpy_utils), or for
downloading the required databases (claire.download). To better under-
stand how these functions interact, we refer the reader to the documentation
and to the source code of executable scripts within claire.
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Figure 4.5: Flow of data in claire’s detection of peptide variants

The figure depicts the flow of data in executing the fraction-level command
claire-detect-snvs . The MS/MS data are first searched against global peptide
variants (X!TandemGPV, module claire.engines), and candidate peptides are fil-
tered using the significance of their match (E-Value ≤ 0.1). Afterward, the
candidate variant peptides are aligned against protein-coding mRNA to establish
their candidate origins (module claire.corr), and unique SNV-peptides are re-
tained. Unique SNV-peptides are then subjected to deep search against a deep mass-
partitioned peptide database while calculating Prmax and derived metrics (module
claire.lisa and submodules). Afterward, the variant peptides are filtered ac-
cording to the deep search metrics, and their output is stored in a native pandas ’
DataFrame format. Note that to obtain the results in CSV format, one then runs the
sample-level command claire-variant-report that aggregates detected variants
from individual fractions.

User interface The user runs the individual analyses using a command-line
interface. Overall, these analyses operate on three levels: a fraction (single
.mzML file), a sample (collection of fractions), and an experiment (collec-
tion of samples). The actual detection of peptide variants is performed us-
ing the fraction-level command claire-detect-snvs , which detects peptide
variants from a single mzML file, while calculating scoring metrics derived
from Prmax (Fig. 4.5). Once all fractions from a sample are analyzed, the
sample-level command claire-variant-report collates the data from indi-
vidual fractions, creating a detailed variant report for the analyzed sample
(CSV format). If variant reports are created from multiple samples, one can
utilize an experiment-level command claire-mutation-rate-report , which
then calculates the protein variation rates for all samples within the experi-
ment. Detailed descriptions of the commands are available in the software’s
documentation, and by using either -h or --help switch.

Documentation claire (v. 0.2.0) contains extensive documentation writ-
ten in reStructuredText, and compiled into HTML using Sphinx. The ref-
erence documentation of individual functions and modules contains around
130 A4 pages, and the root of the documentation is available at https:
//claire.imtm.cz/repo/doc/.
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Software testing claire’s extensive documentation also contains exe-
cutable tests (doctests) of the expected behavior of individual functions; al-
together, this amounts to 186 doctests. Further, claire contains several unit
tests, and integration tests with X!Tandem, and with the ProteoWizard suite
[49] (in total, 13). One can run both sets of tests using the pytest package
(details in the documentation). claire has also a full post-installation test
of peptide variant detection (command claire-test-detection). The test
first downloads a small mzML file and a deep database for a narrow precursor
mass range (1341–1344 Da). Afterward, the test invokes the commands for
the detection of peptide variants, the construction of a variant report, and
the calculation of protein variation rate.

Installation The installation of claire proceeds using an automatic instal-
lation script (https://claire.imtm.cz/repo/install/), which first initializes
the Anaconda environment, and then downloads and installs claire. The au-
tomatic installation of claire was tested on the following operating systems:
Linux (Ubuntu: v. 16.04, v. 18.04; and CentOS: v. 6.0), Windows (v. 10),
and Mac OS (High Sierra, v. 10.13; and Catalina, v. 10.15.5). The software’s
documentation also describes a manual installation of claire if the automatic
one fails.

4.2.2.2 Online version

claire also has an online form, which wraps the detection functionality into
an easily-accessible web interface. In essence, the online form allows users
without bioinformatics expertise to submit samples for variant analysis, and
export or interpret the peptide detection results. The results within the inter-
face can be viewed on different levels of abstraction (Fig. 4.6)—from a very
general overview up to details of the deep search for a particular spectrum.
Besides the mass spectrometric output of the analysis, the web interface aims
to provide a partial biological view of the results, most notably in the Protein
view. Therein, the view provides an estimate of the harm of the detected vari-
ant [50], details about the presence of SNV in other datasets, or by providing
summaries and cross-references to other relevant databases. Technically, the
user interface is implemented in Python using the Flask web development
framework, and submits individual tasks to the Sun Grid Engine job manage-
ment system deployed on our supercomputing infrastructure. To summarize,
the user interface thus allows utilizing our peptide variant detection methods
to interpret MS/MS spectra without the need to install claire locally.
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Figure 4.6: Organization of claire’s web interface

The interface consists of two major parts—the submission of MS/MS spectra and
the exploration of the results of the analyses. To perform an analysis, the user
uploads an mzML file, specifies which sample the fraction belongs to, and submits
the task. Once the fraction is analyzed, the user can explore the data based on
multiple levels of detail—starting from summarized overviews to an in-depth look
at individual peptides including the deep search results.
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4.2.2.3 Note

Before the publication of [3], http://claire.imtm.cz is under restricted ac-
cess. Please contact the author for access credentials.

4.2.3 claire outperformed other approaches on detec-
tion of SNV-peptides

We now turn to the comparison of our peptide variant detection system
claire with the other detection approaches introduced in the previous sec-
tion. First, we show that claire substantially outperformed other approaches
in terms of detected variant peptides. Afterward, we show that the deep search
metrics had generally much higher correlations with sequencing support—
allowing, in essence, to better separate between likely correct and likely incor-
rect detections. Finally, we look at the search depth of our method, showing
that it evaluates up to one million candidates per fragment spectrum.

We visualized the comparison in terms of precision and the number of vari-
ants claimed on the Fig. 4.7a. As is clear from the figure, claire substan-
tially outperformed other analyzed approaches on this dataset. For instance,
utilizing the normalized area under the curve (nAUC) metric, the correspond-
ing nAUC for claire was high relative to other approaches (nAUC = 0.156

for claire vs. nAUC = 0.026 for BICEPS, nAUC = 0.018 for X!TandemES,
and nAUC = 0.019 for MSFragger; nAUC refers to the area under the curve
when the maximal number of claimed variants is normalized to one). One
reason for claire’s performance is the initial use of X!TandemGPV which
considers peptides built from variants already observed on a global level, and
such peptides are more likely a priori. In line with this, claire retains
such candidate variant peptides even if they are of a mild significance (i.e.,
E-Value ≤ 0.1). Afterward, claire performs deep searches to allow highly
sensitive filtering based on score metrics derived from Prmax. In consequence,
this allows claire to retain a high number of variant peptides.

We now turn to an alternative evaluation of the filtering performance by
evaluating the correlations between sequencing support of claimed variant
peptides and their scores. The figure Fig. 4.7b shows such correlations for
the raw X!TandemGPV scores, i.e., HyperScore and E-Value [12], in compar-
ison to Prmax and its extensions. As is clear from the figure, filtering using
metrics derived from Prmax exhibited substantially higher correlations with
the sequencing support (e.g., Spearman’s ρ = 0.457 for P̃r

k,†,i
max vs. ρ = 0.224

for HyperScore; medians over all samples). In other words, by choosing a
more strict criterion using deep search metrics, we are more likely to retain
peptides that are sequencing-supported and thus likely correct. Further, the
figure shows that the relaxation of Prmax has a substantial impact in this re-
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Figure 4.7: Overall view of claire’s behavior.

(a) claire substantially outperformed other analyzed detection approaches in de-
tecting sequencing-supported variant peptides. (b) The boxplot shows the correla-
tion of scores and sequencing support of claimed variant peptides aggregated over
individual samples. Note that the higher the correlation, the more likely we are to
retain sequencing supported—and thus likely correct—variant peptides when filter-
ing using a more strict criterion. As the plot indicates, the deep search score metrics
were generally of higher correlations, showing that these metrics were better at de-
termining likely correct peptides. (c) The plot shows that high P̃r

k,†,i
max was a much

better indicator of the correctness of variant peptide than the statistical significance
of claimed variant peptide using X!Tandem’s global peptide-variant search. (d) The
plot shows the number of candidate peptides considered in the deep search per mass
spectrum. The numbers of candidate peptides slightly increased with the precursor
mass of peptides but were generally less than one million. Note that in our analy-
ses, we considered precursor mass tolerance of 10 parts-per-million and mass shifts
corresponding to one of {−2,−1, 0, 1, 2} neutrons.
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spect (Spearman’s ρ = 0.353 for P̃r
k

max vs. ρ = 0.296 for Prmax; medians over
all samples). Similarly, the figure shows that adjusting the prior probabilities
by population-frequency of corresponding nucleotide variants substantially
elevates the correlation (Spearman’s ρ = 0.444 for P̃r

k,†
max vs. ρ = 0.353 for

P̃r
k

max; medians over all samples). As a result, the population frequency of
individual variants plays a significant role in detection, and thus some variant
peptides are easier to detect than others. Finally, we note that the utilization
of lower prior probabilities based on neutron shifts resulted in a minor im-
provement (Spearman’s ρ = 0.457 for P̃r

k,†,i
max vs. ρ = 0.444 for P̃r

k,†
max; median

over all samples). In summary, the scores derived from the deep search had
shown a substantially higher capacity to discriminate between likely correct
and likely incorrect variant peptides.

Finally, we focus on a more peripheral aspect of peptide detection
using claire. First, we directly visualized the relationship between
X!TandemGPV’s E-Values of variant peptides and their respective P̃r

k,†,i
max

(Fig. 4.7c). The figure shows that most of the sequencing-supported vari-
ant peptides had high P̃r

k,†,i
max , and thus the metric is a better indicator of

correctness than the X!TandemGPV’s E-Value of the spectral match. From
a computational perspective, we visualized the number of candidate peptides
tested by the deep search approach (Fig. 4.7d). Given the depth of our pep-
tide database pmin = 4 · 10−6, a precursor tolerance of 10 parts per million
and five allowed neutron shifts, the deep search generally considered less than
one million candidates per spectrum. Note that because the fast spectral
match algorithm runs in linear time (section 3.2.6), this does not translate
into substantial computational problems. Our deep search method thus al-
lowed testing against a large number of candidate peptides, and the use of the
more realistic prior probability model enabled efficient discrimination between
likely correct and likely incorrect variant peptides.

4.3 Downstream applications

Herein, we provide several downstream applications of claire in typical shot-
gun proteomics experiments. First, we focus on the detection of protein so-
matic variants in section 4.3.1, showing the evidence that claire can detect
hypermutation status of tumors—a relevant clinical parameter. Afterward,
in section 4.3.2, we present a large-scale analysis of germline variants within
NCI60 datasets, revealing several mislabeled and contaminated cell lines in
public datasets—showing an application in research reproducibility. Finally,
in section 4.3.3 we provide an application in forensics by identifying family
members against DNA dataset. The content of the section is adapted from our
article [3], which contains additional analyses, and the details of the methods
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involved are presented in the dissertation thesis.

4.3.1 claire recognized tumors suitable for im-
munotherapy

We now investigate the protein and gene variation rates of patients with col-
orectal cancer using data from the Clinical Proteomic Tumor Analysis Consor-
tium [51]. Colorectal cancer (CRC) is the third most common cancer world-
wide, expected to result in more than 2.2 million cases annually by 2030 [52].
Around 14% of CRCs have so-called MSI/hypermutation status, which makes
these tumors more likely to elicit an immune response and thus more suitable
for immunotherapy [53–55]. The MSI/hypermutation status in these can-
cers is mostly a result of deficiencies in mismatch repair mechanisms (MMR),
evidenced commonly in MLH1, MSH2, MSH6, and PMS2 genes [56]. The
categorization of patients based on the MSI/hypermutation status is thus of
clinical importance and allows oncologists to select preferable therapies.

To assess the ability of claire to detect the MSI/hypermutation sta-
tus, we analyzed protein variation rates in the colorectal cancer patients co-
hort, depending on the presence of MMR deficiencies. We found that tumors
with somatic variation in any of the four common MMR genes had shown
a significantly higher rate of protein somatic variation than did the non-
deficient ones (median 10.6 vs. 3.3 somatic variants per 1M amino acids,
Mann-Whitney U = 224.0, p ≈ 8.35 × 10−4, n1 = 12, n2 = 83). A similar
but more striking difference can also be seen in the data of somatic vari-
ants detected by the exome sequencing (median 66.1 vs. 3.9 somatic variants
per megabase, Mann-Whitney U = 60.5, p ≈ 2.1 × 10−6, n1 = 11, n2 = 79).
Note that the deficiencies in MMR genes did not affect the rates of protein
germline variation, thus serving as additional control of the method (me-
dian 215.0 vs. 208.6 germline variants per 1M amino acids, Mann-Whitney
U = 488.0, p ≈ 0.458, n1 = 12, n2 = 83). Interestingly, some patients exhib-
ited discordance between protein and DNA rates of somatic variation, leaving
room to investigate further the implications of this difference in terms of clin-
ical relevance (Fig. 4.8d). claire thus detected a higher protein somatic
variant rate in tumors with deficient mismatch repair mechanisms, showing
the potential to identify MSI/hypermutated tumors and thus to select patients
suitable for immunotherapy.

4.3.2 Large-scale variant analysis revealed inconsisten-
cies in public datasets

Reproducibility is a significant issue in biomedical research, which is often
worsened by mislabeling of cell lines [57]. Mislabeling of a cell line refers to
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Figure 4.8: Gene and protein variation rates in patients’ samples.

(a-b) The plot a shows that the rates of somatic protein variants were elevated in
samples with deficient DNA mismatch-repair mechanisms (MMR). A similar but
much more pronounced difference in DNA variation rates can be seen for the corre-
sponding gene variation rates b. (c) The plot shows that the MMR deficiencies did
not affect the rates of inherited protein variation, thus serving as additional control
of the method. (d) The plot shows that although the somatic variation rates corre-
sponded to a certain degree on the protein and gene level, some samples had also
shown rather large disparities. As a result, it would be interesting to know which
rates better predict the efficacy of immunotherapeutic cancer treatment—leaving
room for future investigations.
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Exome-Seq (Reinhold et al.)
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Figure 4.9: Pairwise matches between three NCI60 datasets.

(a) The heatmap shows the variant matches between Illumina 1M SNP dataset
and Exome-Seq dataset. The inconsistencies are depicted using the cross symbol—
the lack of an expected relationship in black and the presence of an unexpected
relationship in red. (b) The heatmap shows the inconsistent relationships between
the NCI60 Exome-Seq dataset and the NCI60 proteome dataset.

a situation when researchers unknowingly work on another than the claimed
cell line. The extent of the problem is rather large—analyses of major cell
repositories have shown that, in some cases, as many as 20% of all deposited
cell lines were mislabeled during submission [58]. Unlike in proteomics, ge-
nomic data allow simple authentication of cell lines [59]. However, the ability
to detect protein variants allows shotgun proteomics to fulfill this function as
well, and we illustrate this on the analysis of samples from NCI60 cell lines
[47, 48, 60].

4.3.2.1 Analysis of significant relationships among NCI60 datasets

Herein, we investigate the utility of detected germline variants to establish
significant relationships between NCI60 samples using our methods from [3].
A significant match between a pair of samples then indicates that they are
genetically related. As the situation with cell lines in NCI60 datasets is quite
entangled, we illustrate the analysis on a few examples and refer the reader
to the full study in our article [3].

Let us first point out that three pairs of samples within NCI60 are ge-
netically related, and we would thus expect to see significant relationships
between them. The three pairs of genetically related cell lines within NCI60

are as follows:
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(a) OVCAR-8 and NCI/ADR-RES;
(b) ME-14 and MDA-MB-435; and
(c) SNB-19 and U251.

With these prerequisites, we now turn to the analysis. In what follows, we
will restrict the analysis to genetic datasets measured using Illumina 1M SNP
(I1M) [60], Exome-Seq (ES) [48], RNA-Seq (RS) [48], and the proteomics
dataset (P) [47] analyzed using claire [3]. As an example, Fig. 4.9 shows
raw pair-wise matches between data of I1M and ES, and ES and P. Overall,
the figure shows that some unexpected relationships did show up, while some
expected relationships were missing. In turn, we interpreted the observed re-
lationships as mislabeling and contamination of cell lines, and we now provide
a more detailed study of a few such discrepancies.

Notation We will use the label of a sample and the superscript of the
corresponding dataset to refer to the sample of interest. Thus, for instance,
HT29ES refers to a sample labeled as HT29 in the Exome-Seq (ES) dataset.

Mislabeling of HT29 in Illumina 1M SNP dataset

The Fig. 4.9a showed a lack of expected correspondence between HT29ES and
HT29I1M. Such a lack of correspondence was of importance because other
expected matches were highly statistically significant (median of p-values:
2.016× 10−52). To simplify the explanation, we visualized the situation on a
diagram that summarizes the status of matches between the relevant samples:

HT29I1M
OVCAR-8I1M

NCI/ADR-RESI1M

OVCAR-8ES

NCI/ADR-RESES

NCI/ADR-RESRS

HT29ES
HT29P

HT29RS

3a

3b

3c

1 2

Arrow Meaning
Expected relationship
Lack of expected relationship
Unexpected relationship

The lack of expected match of interest is the one between HT29I1M and
HT29ES depicted by the arrow 1. Overall, the data indicate that HT29I1M is
mislabeled. In particular, we have evidence that HT29ES is indeed HT29 be-
cause HT29ES also matched HT29P and HT29RS but no other samples (arrow
2). On the other hand, we have evidence that HT29I1M is not HT29 because
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it matched cell lines OVCAR-8 and NCI/ADR-RES but no other samples
(arrows 3a, 3b, and 3c). Note that OVCAR-8 and NCI/ADR-RES are ge-
netically related cell lines; thus, if HT29I1M is indeed one of them, we would
expect it to match both cell lines. Based on this, we conclude that HT29ES is
likely HT29 and HT29I1M is either OVCAR-8 or NCI/ADR-RES, with more
evidence for the latter (arrow 3c). In summary, the data thus suggests that
HT29 in Illumina 1M SNP dataset is likely mislabeled.

Contamination of U251 by HOP-92 in Exome-Seq

Now, we provide an analysis in the similar spirit of the previous one, showing
that U251ES was likely contaminated by HOP-92. To simplify the exposition,
we again provide the diagram of the relevant matches:

U251ESSNB-19ES

U251I1M

SNB-19I1M

U251RS

SNB-19RS

HOP-92ES

HOP-92I1M

HOP-92RS

HOP-92P

1

1

1

2

Foremost, the data indicates that U251ES was likely U251 because it also
matched the relevant samples in other datasets (arrows 1). Again, because
U251 is genetically related to SNB-19, we expect to see significant matches
to SNB-19 too. However, U251ES also matched HOP-92 in all four analyzed
datasets (arrow 2). As a result, we conclude that U251ES was likely contam-
inated by HOP-92.

Mislabeling of KM12 in NCI60 proteomes

We now show a last example of a mislabeled cell line—in NCI60 proteome
data (Fig. 4.9b). The diagram of the relevant matches is as follows:

KM12PKM12ES
KM12I1M

KM12RS SW-620ES

SW-620P

SW-620RS

SW-620I1M2 1a 1b
1c

3a

3b

Overall, the data indicate that KM12P was actually SW-620. Foremost,
KM12P did not match KM12ES (arrow 1a) but did match SW-620ES and SW-
620P instead (arrows 1b and 1c, respectively). Furthermore, the KM12ES was
indeed likely KM12, as indicated by its significant matches in other datasets
(arrow 2). Similarly, the SW-620ES was likely SW-620 as indicated by its
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OVCAR-8 or 
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Figure 4.10: Summary of the analysis of NCI60 datasets using germline vari-
ants.

matches in other datasets (arrows 3a and 3b). As a result, we conclude that
KM12P was indeed SW-620.

Other mislabeled and potentially contaminated cell lines

The previous analyses presented an interpretation of three issues within the
public NCI60 datasets. However, as there were more discrepancies, we refer
the interested reader to our article for further details [3]. Therein, we also
consider additional datasets and additional criteria for evaluating the corre-
spondence between samples. Finally, we provide an overall summarization of
the discrepancies on Fig. 4.10.

4.3.3 Peptide variants identified individuals against
DNA database

We now present an application of claire in forensics, wherein we show the
ability to identify genetically-related individuals from their protein variants—
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DNA sample
Best matching
protein sample

Error prob.
(Perr)

Father Father 1.01 · 10−2 X
Mother Mother 2.80 · 10−8 X

Daughter 1 Daughter 1 6.63 · 10−6 X
Daughter 2 Daughter 2 4.66 · 10−11 X
Daughter 3 Daughter 3 5.34 · 10−13 X
Son 1 (twin) Son 1 (twin) 0.45 X
Son 2 (twin) Son 1 (twin) 0.44

Figure 4.11: Identification of individuals against DNA database.

The table shows the results of applying our methods in [3] to detect genetically-
related individuals against a DNA database. Note that the only misidentification
was that of a monozygous twin, which was, however, also indicated by a higher
probability of error.

by matching against the corresponding DNA dataset. For this purpose, we
use our population-frequency method to calculate probability of DNA origin
[3] and analyze the data of a seven-member family [3]. The probabilities of in-
dividual DNA origins for each family member are visualized on the Fig. 4.11.
The table shows that except for one of the monozygotic twins, the identities
of all individuals were resolved correctly (Prerr ranged from 5.34 × 10−13 to
1.01 × 10−2). Further, the probabilities of error for both twins were sub-
stantially elevated (Pr ≈ 0.45 and Pr ≈ 0.44), showing that the approach
also correctly captured the impossibility to resolve their identities based on
genetic variation. claire has thus shown a potential to identify individuals
from protein samples and may be useful in forensic medicine, e.g., when DNA
samples are unavailable, or other analyses are inconclusive.

Conclusions
Herein, we conclude the main findings of our research. Our overall conclusion
is as follows:

The prior probabilities of peptides play a significant role in peptide
detection, their utility is substantially underexplored in compu-
tational proteomics, and their integration into peptide detection
largely improves its performance—especially when detecting un-
likely peptides.

Let us briefly reiterate the reasons for this conclusion. First, in typical ex-
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periments, peptides result from complex biological events whose prevalence
is highly variable. For instance, prior probabilities of the most likely class of
variant peptides range at least over six orders of magnitude. Second, albeit
powerful, mass spectrometry has only limited ability to discriminate between
correct and incorrect peptides based purely on their match with the fragment
spectrum. In consequence, the large variability of peptide prior probabilities
plays a substantial role in peptide detection, evident especially when detecting
unlikely peptides—such as variant peptides. Our approach provides evidence
that the neglect of peptide prior probabilities is one of the reasons for the
large rates of incorrect detections even at strict confidence criteria that af-
fects detection of variant peptides [7–9, 61]. The computational proteomics
community focused primarily on the second point—improving the capacity
to discriminate peptides by predicting more accurate spectra [62–64] or by
utilizing additional detection models [64–67]. Our research focused on the
first point—by systematically modeling prior probabilities of peptides based
on what is known about the analyzed sample in advance [1–3]. Importantly,
both these approaches are orthogonal, and their integration is thus likely to
offer substantial improvements in the field of computational proteomics in the
future.

In our research, we developed mathematical and computational methods
to utilize peptide prior probabilities in detection, allowing substantial im-
provements in detection performance (Fig. 4.3), and accurate estimation of
posterior probabilities [1, 2]. Although we developed the methods primar-
ily for detecting unlikely molecules, their general formulation allows further
potential applications once suitably translated to the problem domain of in-
terest. Therefore, besides the direct utility of the methods in computational
proteomics and computational mass spectrometry, the methods are likely to
have general value for the detection of unlikely causes (section 3.1).

Finally, we have shown that our methods have downstream applications in
multiple fields, including cancer research, research reproducibility, and foren-
sics, while describing further such applications in our patent application [4].
On the one hand, the successful application of these methods provides ev-
idence of their correct implementation and affirms that our more realistic
model of prior probabilities is already reasonably accurate. On the other
hand, the actual findings from such investigations are also of substantial prac-
tical value. For instance, the recognition of mislabeled and contaminated cell
lines in public NCI60 datasets prevents researchers from inferring invalid con-
clusions once the fact that the corresponding samples are mislabeled is dis-
covered. Similarly, the discrepancy between the observed DNA and protein
mutation rates in tumor samples (Fig. 4.8d) allows investigating whether
either rate is a better indicator of the suitability of cancer treatment using
immunotherapy.
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Altogether, we believe that we have provided compelling evidence for the
importance of peptide prior probabilities in peptide detection and that our
computational methods will find numerous direct and downstream applica-
tions in computational proteomics.

Zhrnutie v slovenskom jazyku
V nasledujúcich odstavcoch zhrnieme najpodstatnejšie závery nášho výskumu.
Náš hlavný záver je nasledovný:

A priori pravdepodobnosti peptidov zohrávajú zásadnú rolu v de-
tekcii peptidov, ich využitie je nedostatočne preskúmané vo výpoč-
tovej proteomike a ich integrácia do detekcie výrazne zlepšuje jej
efektivitu—špeciálne v prípade detekcie nepravdepodobných pep-
tidov.

Pripomeňme si v krátkosti dôvody uvedeného záveru. Za prvé, v typick-
ých proteomických experimentoch vznikajú peptidy z komplexných biologick-
ých udalostí, ktorých prevalencia je vysoko variabilná. Ako príklad, a pri-
ori pravdepodobnosti najpravdepodobnejšej triedy variantných peptidov majú
rozsah minimálne šesť rádov. Za druhé, aj keď je hmotnostná spektrometria
vysoko účinná analytická metóda, má iba limitovanú schopnosť rozlíšiť medzi
korektnými a nekorektnými peptidmi len na základe ich zhody s fragmen-
tačným spektrom. Dôsledkom je, že vysoká variabilita a priori pravdepodob-
ností peptidov zohráva zásadnú rolu v ich detekci a najvýraznejšie sa prejavuje
pri detekcii nepravdepodobných peptidov—ako napríklad variantných pepti-
dov. Náš výskum podáva evidenciu, že zanedbanie a priori pravdepodobnosti
je jednou z príčin vysokej miery nesprávnych detekcií, ktorá postihuje de-
tekciu variantných peptidov [7–9, 61]. Komunita výpočtovej proteomiky sa
sústredila primárne na druhý bod—zvyšovanie kapacity rozlišovania peptidov
pomocou predikcie viac presných fragmentačných spektier [62–64], alebo za
použitia doplňujúcich detekčných modelov [64–67]. Náš výskum sa sústredil
na prvý bod—na systematické modelovanie a priori pravdepodobností pepti-
dov na základe toho, čo vieme o analyzovanej vzorke povedať pred samotnou
analýzou pomocou hmotnostnej spektrometrie. Dôležité je, že oba prístupy
sú na sebe nezávislé, a teda je vysoká šanca, že ich integrácia sa prenesie do
zásadných vylepšení vo výpočtovej proteomike v budúcnosti.

V našom výskume sme vyvinuli matematické a algoritmické metódy, ktoré
využívajú a priori pravdepodobnosti peptidov, poukazujúc na zásadne zlepše-
nie výkonnosti detekcie (sekcia 4.3), a na korektné odhady posteriórnych
pravdepodobností za mnohých okolností [1, 2]. Aj keď sme uvedené metódy
vyvinuli primárne pre detekciu nepravdepodobných molekúl, ich všeobecná
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formulácia dovoľuje ďalšie aplikácie za predpokladu, že sú vhodne adapto-
vané do konkrétnej problémovej domény. Ako dôsledok, mimo priamej hod-
noty našich metód vo výpočtovej proteomike a hmotnostnej spektrometrii,
je vysoká šanca, že dané metódy sú celkovo užitočné pre detekciu nepravde-
podobných príčin (sekcia 3.1).

V závere sme ukázali, že naše metódy majú využitie vo viacerých vedeck-
ých oblastiach vrátane výskumu rakoviny, reprodukovateľnosti výskumu a
forenznej vedy, pričom sme popísali ďalšie aplikácie v našej patentovej ap-
likácií. Na jednej strane, úspešné aplikovanie daných metód podáva evi-
denciu o ich korektnej implementácii a potvrdzuje, že naše modely a priori
pravdepodobností sú už v ich existujúcej forme dostatočne presné. Na druhej
strane, samotné výsledky z daných štúdií majú významnú praktickú hodnotu.
Ako príklad, rozpoznanie nesprávne označených a kontaminovaných vzoriek
vo verejných NCI60 dátových zdrojoch zabraňuje vedcom vyvodiť neplatné
závery v momente odhalenia faktu, že dané dáta boli vytvorené z iných než
uvedených vzoriek. Podobne, nesúlad medzi mierou mutácií na úrovní DNA a
proteínov v nádorových vzorkách (Fig. 4.8d) umožňuje študovať, ktorá miera
je lepším indikátorom vhodnosti k liečbe rakoviny pomocou imunoterapie.

Veríme teda, že sa nám podarilo podať presvedčivú evidenciu o dôleži-
tosti a priori pravdepodobností v detekcií peptidov a zároveň, že naše metódy
nájdu početné priame a sprostredkované aplikácie vo výpočtovej proteomike
a ďalších vedných oblastiach.
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